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Wireless ad hoc networks are suitable and sometimes the only solution for several applica-
tions. Many applications, particularly those in military and critical civilian domains (such
as battlefield surveillance and emergency rescue) require that ad hoc networks be secure and
stable. In fact, security is one of the main barriers to the extensive use of ad hoc networks
in many operations. The primary objective of this dissertation is to propose protocols which
will protect ad hoc networks from wormhole attacks - one of the most devastating security
attacks - and to improve network stability. Protocols that depend solely on cryptography
techniques such as authentication and encryption can prevent/detect several types of security
attacks; however, they will not be able to detect or prevent a wormhole attack. This attack
on routing in ad hoc networks is also considered to be the main threat against neighborhood
discovery protocols. Most of the proposed mechanisms designed to defend against this type
of attack are based on location information or time measurements, or require additional
hardware or a central entity. Other protocols that relied on connectivity or neighborhood
information cannot successfully detect all of the various types and cases of wormhole at-
tacks. In the first part of this dissertation, we present a simple, yet effective protocol to
detect wormhole attacks along routes in ad hoc networks. The protocol is evaluated using
analysis and simulations. In the second part, we present a secure neighbor creation protocol
that can securely discover the neighbors of a node in ad hoc networks, and detect and remove
wormhole links, if they exist. The proposed protocols do not require any location informa-
iv
tion, time synchronization, or special hardware to detect wormhole attacks. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first protocol that makes use of cooperation rules between honest
nodes. Use of such rules will reduce the overhead associated with the number of checks to
be performed in order to detect wormholes and to create a secure neighborhood. This is
also the first protocol, to our knowledge, that addresses the complete removal of bogus links
without removing legal links.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Ad hoc is originally a Latin word that literally means “for this purpose only”. Thus, (in
telecommunication) it refers usually to temporary networks that are constructed on the fly
for some special applications. The nodes in an ad hoc network are simply deployed in an
area without any a priori planning. The nodes are capable of organizing themselves, by
discovering their neighbors and communicating over the wireless medium. Recently, ad hoc
networks have been getting greater attention as more applications are depending on them.
Researchers have tried to propose protocols that will improve the quality of service for ad
hoc networks in the wireless environments. Many of the applications, particularly military
applications, require a high level of security. Thus, the main challenge is to protect ad
hoc networks from security attacks. Ad hoc networks use the open wireless medium to
communicate, making it easy for an attacker to launch his attacks by injecting, blocking, or
modifying the packets. All the nodes act as routers for the data packets and there is no clear
line of defense where it is possible to place a firewall-like device. We elaborate on possible
security attacks in Chapter 2.
In ad hoc networks one of the most challenging attacks to defend against is the wormhole
attack. In a sophisticated version of this attack, the attacker will copy all the control and
selected data packets from one location in the network and almost simultaneously replay
them at another location in the network. The attacker’s nodes do not need to share any
credentials (IDs or keys) with nodes in the network as they can just copy the encrypted
or signed packets and replay them. The two locations will be several hops away from each
other, but will be connected through a high-speed wired or wireless link controlled by the
attacker. Obviously, the goal of the attacker is not to improve the network connectivity by
helping connecting far away nodes, but to draw traffic through the wormhole.
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The wormhole attack can be launched regardless of the MAC, routing, or cryptographic
protocols used in the network and is thus difficult to defend against. Defense mechanisms
against this attack are either very complex or very expensive. Most of the wormhole defense
mechanisms aim to detect wormholes successfully with minimal false positives. Unfortu-
nately, the defense schemes ignore the removal of the links created by the wormhole. We
note that a single two-end wormhole could be thought of logically as a single link. In reality,
the wormhole creates a large number of links between many nodes in the network. The
nodes will not be aware of this fact and will be using the wormhole links as legal links. In
Chapter 2, we will discuss the potentially catastrophic impacts of the wormhole attack in
more detail.
1.1 PROBLEM NARRATIVE
In this dissertation, we look at two ways in which wormholes will impact network effectivnes
and stability.
First, during the route discovery process, a wormhole can relay route request and response
messages between distant nodes, creating the appearance of shorter routes to destinations.
Since the wormhole can be anywhere along a route, a source will have to detect its existence
somewhere along the route when a node sets up the route (on-demand). Many researchers
have proposed protocols that require special hardware to detect wormholes. For example,
suggestions have included the use of directional or smart antennas [1], ultrasound [2], or
special RF devices [3]. Other existing protocols require accurate timing and synchronized
clocks, accurate location information, or global topology and connectivity information [4, 5,
6]. They all have their advantages, disadvantages, and limitations that will be discussed in
Chapter 2.
Second, neighbor discovery is a procedure used by the nodes in ad hoc networks to
discover the other nodes with whom they can communicate directly. Neighbor discovery is
one of the essential operations in ad hoc networks, in that many of the networking operations
in ad hoc networks depend on successful and correct neighbor discovery. Such a need arises,
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for example, with location-based applications that require nodes to know all nodes in their
vicinity, and 1, 2, or even k -hop neighbors. Compared to wired networks, the neighbor
discovery in wireless networks is more complicated. The nodes in mobile ad hoc networks
could be mobile and the list of neighbors of any node keeps changing. Also, wireless links
are prone to failure and lack the the stability that exists in wired links. Thus, dynamic
changes are possible in the neighborhood making it difficult to identify whether a wormhole
is corrupting the neighbor discovery process. A detailed description of the available protocols
for secure neighbor discovery in ad hoc networks is presented in Chapter 2.
We elaborate on neighbor discovery below to clarify the differences between on-demand
wormhole detection and periodic complete secure neighborhood creation. In its simplest
form, neighbor discovery could be done by making the nodes broadcast a simple “hello”
message and wait for the reply from their neighbors. Because of its importance to the ad hoc
networking functionality, neighbor discovery is a tempting target for an adversary that wants
to disrupt the network operation. A simple attack could be to jam the neighbor discovery
“hello” message or the reply message. This will prevent two neighbors from discovering each
other and could have an impact on networking operations, such as routing. With jamming
attacks, the attacker will be broadcasting a jamming signal and it is most likely that the
nodes around the jammer will sense some change in the physical characteristics of the received
signals. Thus, the nodes may be able to detect the problem and respond with some action
(moving from the jammed area, or using a frequency hopping spread spectrum). The impact,
detection, and prevention of jamming attacks have been addressed in the literature [7] and
will not be considered in this dissertation.
Instead of preventing actual neighbors from discovering each other, an adversary could
commit a more disruptive action by making nodes that are far away believe that they are
neighbors. This could be achieved by impersonating the identity of other nodes and spoof-
ing fake messages on their behalf. This malicious action could be simply prevented by using
cryptographic techniques. The nodes can encrypt or digitally sign the exchanged “hello”
discovery messages. Such approaches have been comprehensively covered for wired networks
and suitable cryptographic methods, including public key cryptography, that take into ac-
count the limitations of ad hoc networks have been presented [8]. Hence, they will not be
3
discussed in this dissertation.
The malicious action of interest to us, that an attacker could perform, to disrupt the
neighbor discovery operation, is the wormhole attack. As we explained earlier, here the
adversary can copy all the discovery “hello” signals and almost instantly replay them from
another location. Nodes at a distant location will receive the “hello” messages and reply to
them. The replies will be copied and replayed at the original location. Now the nodes at
both locations will mistakenly believe that they are actual neighbors located within range of
each other. This attack is much harder to detect compared to the previous ones as it will not
cause any change to the physical layer characteristics. Moreover, it is impossible to detect
using cryptography, as even encrypted or digitally signed signals can still be copied and
replayed. The only way to stop the wormhole attack on neighbor discovery is to somehow
discover which nodes are connected via a bogus link and notify the nodes that are bogusly
connected about this fact. The nodes can then discard all messages delivered to them from
fake neighbors and also not consider them in routing or other operations. In other words,
the network has to be sanitized from the fake links created by the wormhole. It is also worth
mentioning that the attacker can also control the number of nodes he wants to connect.
Thus, he can connect only a single or limited number of nodes at each side, causing minimal
noticeable change in the network topology. This makes the protocols that look for changes
in the network topology or connectivity structure less than effective.
For secure neighborhood creation, every pair of nodes will have to ensure that they are
real neighbors. In a large and dense network with too many nodes and large average node
degrees it will obviously be too expensive for each node to check whether all its neighbors
are real or connected via a wormhole. The problem will even be worse if the nodes are
mobile and the network is dynamic (where the neighbors of any node keep changing with
time). If the goal of the security mechanism is to simply detect the existence of wormholes
that may be attracting traffic, using a wormhole detection protocol on-demand would be
a better choice. This means that only a source node that wants to communicate with a
destination node will check if a wormhole exists along the chosen route. If, however, the goal
of the security mechanism is to ensure that every node finds its real neighbors, there is a
need for a secure neighbor creation protocol that can provide a complete check for the entire
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network and verify if all the neighbors of all the nodes are real and not connected through
a wormhole. Thus, we first present an on-demand wormhole detection mechanism and then
consider the problem of secure neighborhood creation.
There are many aspects that must be taken into account in either of the two problems
consideraed in this dissertation. In what follows, we discuss some of the most important
metrics as well as our recommendations and justifications related to them. More details,
explanations, and examples will presented throughout the dissertation. While we evaluate
some of these metrics explicitly in the dissertation, others are qualitatively analyzed and
arguments as to the appropriateness of the proposed solutions are presented.
• Speed : The protocol must operate quickly. This will make it less likely that the situation
or dynamics in the network will change. Moreover, it is not preferable to have the
protocol cause delay for applications that need to know the neighborhood information of
nodes in the network.
• Cost : The protocol must not require a large overhead in terms of communication and
computation. The protocol must not result in exchanging a large volume of packets in
order to discover the neighbors. This may clog the network and cause delay for other
network functionalities and protocols. It is also preferable that the protocol not require
the addition of large pieces of information to every packet (e.g. packet leashes [9]).
• Centralization: It is always recommended that the protocol be decentralized and, ideally,
completely distributed. Thus, the protocol should not require a central entity, which is a
significant advantage [10]. The protocol should be localized and only rely on information
that can be collected by the nodes or their immediate neighbors.
• Requirements : If possible the protocol should not rely on any one of the following:
– Additional hardware: Many protocols require additional hardware such as: ultra-
sound, special RF, ...etc. This makes them difficult to apply to every network and
require special customization.
– Time Measurements: Protocols that are based on accurate time measurements can-
not detect all types of wormholes [11]. This will be discussed in detail in Chapter
2.
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– Synchronized clocks: Many protocols require the nodes to have accurately synchro-
nized clocks. Which requires a special protocol for synchronization, such a protocol
makes them vulnerable to clock synchronization attacks. In addition, it cannot de-
tect all types of wormholes.
– Location information: Many protocols require the nodes to have accurate location
information. This requires the nodes to be equipped with GPS or to have some
localization protocol. These protocols are hard to implement and not accurate,
especially in indoor and urban areas.
• Connectivity : The protocol must not require that the nodes in the network be uniformly
distributed or static with fixed edges. In mobile ad hoc networks, the nodes may be
randomly distributed and may have dynamic links. Moreover, the protocol must not
require that the nodes have large node degrees to function properly.
• Detection: The protocol must be capable of: (i) successfully detecting various types
of wormholes. (ii) accounting for unique topological situations, and (iii) working for
all types of wormholes without special constraints. For example, the protocol should
not depend on the number of nodes connected through the wormhole. In addition, the
protocol should not require the connected nodes to form any special topology structure.
• False positives : The protocol must produce a very low percentage of false positives, if
any. This is because the actions that could be taken if a wormhole is falsely detected
could have a negative impact on network operation.
• Wormhole removal : Detection of wormholes is not enough – ideally, the protocol must
also successfully remove all the bogus links created by the wormhole. If a single link is
not removed, it most likely means that the removal process has failed. Moreover, the
protocol must not mistakenly remove too many legal links in the network as this may
disrupt the network topology or isolate some nodes.
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1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION
Chapter 2 of this dissertation will present the background material. We start with a brief
introduction about ad hoc networks, some definitions, applications, and protocols used at
each layer. Security attacks at various layers in ad hoc networks are discussed. The wormhole
attack is presented in further details, exploring its definition, impact, and types. Neighbor
discovery in ad hoc networks is defined. A general classification of the approaches used to
detect wormhole attacks is presented. The available detection protocols and secure neighbor
discovery protocols are presented and classified.
In Chapter 3 we present, “DeWorm”, a novel on-demand protocol to detect wormhole
attacks in ad hoc networks. Here, we note that for a wormhole attack to successfully interrupt
the network, it must attract a significant amount of network traffic by providing a perceived
short-cut through the network. Hence, routes going through the wormhole must be shorter
than alternate routes through valid network nodes. Exploiting this observation is the basis of
our wormhole detection protocol “DeWorm”. Specifically, in DeWorm, we detect wormhole
attacks by routing hop-count discrepancies between neighboring nodes along a path from a
source to a destination. The proposed protocol is simple and localized, can be applied on
demand (when the existence or lack thereof of a wormhole needs to be verified), needs no
special hardware, localization, or synchronization, and can detect physical layer wormholes.
Unlike other protocols that rely on connectivity or neighborhood information (described in
Chapter 2) DeWorm can detect wormholes without requiring that the nodes be uniformly
and densely deployed. The protocol is explained with details and examples. Several issues
related to the protocol will be analyzed and discussed. We present simulation-based results
evaluating DeWorm in grid-like and randomly distributed networks with various connectivity
models (unit disk graph - UDG, Quasi-UDG, both with symmetric and asymmetric links).
Our numerical results show that DeWorm has a high wormhole detection rate and few false
positives. The cost of the protocol is the addition of a slight amount of overhead and usually
when executed in on-demand fashion for wormhole detection.
Chapter 4 will present the proposed secure neighborhood creation protocol (developed
in this dissertation) which can securely discover the neighbors of nodes in a mobile ad hoc
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network, detecting and removing any existing wormhole links. Compared to other secure
neighbor verification or discovery protocols, our protocol is simple, localized, needs no special
hardware, localization, or synchronization. The protocol can also detect and remove two-
ended and multi-ended wormholes. The proposed secure neighbor creation protocol consists
of two main processes: the detection process and the removal process. The first process,
the detection process, includes three operations: initial detection, mutual detection, and co-
operation and control. The initial detection operation is a modified version of DeWorm. It
provides almost 100% detection for various types of wormholes, but unfortunately results in a
high number of false positives. The mutual detection operation will enhance the performance
of the initial detection operation by maintaining the high detection rates while significantly
reducing the number of false positives. The co-operation and control operation manages the
use of the previous two stages (e.g., instead of having all nodes applying the initial detection
process to links with all of their purported neighbors, this stage will define the rules that
each node will follow) reducing the overall overhead by almost 80%. This process will still
maintain almost 100% detection and very few numbers of false positives. The removal process
consists of two operations: initial removal and mutual removal. This process is the most
complicated stage and depends on the results produced by the previous stages. If there are no
wormholes that exist in the network, ideally, the removal process is not supposed to remove
any link by mistake. However, if there is a wormhole, then it must successfully remove all
bogus links between nodes connected using the wormhole. The mutual removal operation
will enhance the performance of the initial removal operation by reducing the number of
links removed by mistake. The simulations and analysis show that the proposed protocol
can successfully detect and remove all wormhole links. Very few false positives will occur
and very few legal links will be removed by mistake. The cost, as will be evaluated, is very
low overhead measured by the number of route acquisitions. To our knowledge, this the first
protocol that employs co-operation between neighbors to reduce the overhead that may be
incurred if all nodes in the network need to verify links to all of their neighbors. Also, this
is the first protocol that can provide near 100% removal of all the wormhole based links and
remove only a very few, if any, legal links.
Chapter 5 will conclude this dissertation and discuss the future work that includes issues
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that we would like to pursue and complete in our future research.
1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contributions of this dissertation are as follows:
• We have proposed and evaluated “DeWorm”, a novel and simple protocol that does not
require any location information, time synchronization, or special hardware to detect
wormhole attacks. This protocol has a very high detection rate and low false positive
rate, and can be applied to almost all types of wormholes and network topologies.
• We have proposed simple modifications to detect some advanced wormhole attacks that
may bypass DeWorm.
• We have proposed a secure neighborhood creation protocol in the face of wormhole
attacks, based in principle on the DeWorm protocol. The new protocol not only detects
wormholes, but also identifies and removes bogus links.
• We have employed a novel co-operation and control operation that will reduce the over-
head of the neighbor creation protocol by up to 80% as compared to brute force checks
between all pairs of links.
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2.0 BACKGROUND
2.1 AD HOC NETWORKS
2.1.1 Definitions and Applications
An ad hoc network is a collection of nodes that communicate with each other through wireless
links and without the presence (or need) of any fixed infrastructure. Such properties make
it challenging to design suitable protocols that must be aware of the system requirements.
Nodes in ad hoc network have to be able to automatically discover their neighbors and
cooperate together to send data packets from a source node to a destination node. Nodes that
are within each others transmission range can communicate directly (referred to as single-hop
communications). However, nodes that are not within each others transmission range have
to depend on other nodes to deliver their packets (referred to as multi-hop communications).
The discovery of the neighbors of nodes and routes from one node to another are activities
that have to be performed by all of the nodes locally without assistance from any central
entity.
Nodes may vary in size and capabilities. For example, they could be tiny small sensors
with very limited computation, communication, and energy capabilities. Thus, they should
use protocols that are aware of these limitations. On the other hand, larger more powerful
nodes such as laptops or even vehicles that are equipped with communication and compu-
tation devices are also possible. Nodes may be deployed in large numbers and in a large
area. The nodes could be distributed in the network either randomly or in a fixed grid. In
this dissertation we assume nodes are homogeneous, but make no specific assumptions about
their limitations (e.g., we do not assume that nodes are tiny sensors).
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The ability to construct networks instantaneously without wiring or a priori design or
planning makes ad hoc networks attractive for many applications. They are the only choice
in many military applications – for example, soldiers invading a country may not be able to
use the local operator or have the chance to build an infrastructure. Moreover, the Wireless
Emergency Rescue Team ADD CITATION recommended that telecom operators should
provide an ad hoc mode for their infrastructure in order to operate in emergency situations
for co-operation with police, firemen and hospital services. Ad hoc networks are also be
useful in business meetings where participants need to share information during the meeting
and also in interactive conferences where attendees need to use their laptops to participate
in the discussion. These applications are besides many other industrial, personal, and home
applications. For example, they could be used for machine monitoring in manufacturing
plants, in a smart home environment, and for green-energy based buildings.
2.1.2 Protocols
The most commonly used technologies for ad hoc networks are IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth.
In this dissertation we will consider IEEE 802.11 networks operating near a center frequency
of 2.4 GHz. This is an open unlicensed frequency band that is shared by other technolo-
gies such as Bluetooth, and Zigbee. Thus, there may be interference that could effect the
performance of the network, this is referred to as the co-existence problem [12]. However,
interference is not an issue considered in this dissertation.
The medium access control (MAC) protocols in ad hoc networks are mainly classified
as: contention-free and contention-based MAC protocols [13]. With contention-free MAC
protocols, the nodes do not compete to access the medium, mechanisms such as: TDMA,
CDMA, or FDMA are used where the nodes will share the time, code, or frequency, respec-
tively. These MAC protocols allow a fair share of the medium and guarantee a bounded
delay and specific bandwidth per node. However, they are more complex to manage and
maintain, and may require synchronization or centralized management. Contention-based
MAC protocols are mainly based on Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) scheme. These
are most common and practical in ad hoc networks as the topologies can change temporally
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and spatially.
Routing protocols are very important in ad hoc networks as they allow nodes to com-
municate with other nodes that are farther than one-hop away. However, designing routing
protocols is challenging due to fact that ad hoc networks by definition do not have a fixed
and known infrastructure. Routing protocols are generally classified into topology-based and
position-based protocols. A comprehensive survey of routing protocols for ad hoc networks
is provided in [14]. Position-based protocols are not preferred in ad hoc networks as they
require the nodes to know their geographical location. This requires running a complicated
localization protocol or for all nodes to be equipped with GPS, which may still not provide
the required accuracy. Topology-based routing protocols are further classified into proactive
and reactive protocols.
Proactive routing is similar to traditional routing protocols used in the Internet. The
routing information is collected and shared even if there are no routing requests. The routing
information has to be updated periodically or when any change occurs in the network topol-
ogy. Due to mobility and frequent link and node failures in ad hoc networks the network
topology is expected to change frequently. Thus, proactive routing is also not favored as it
will require frequent update messages resulting in a large communication overhead. Exam-
ples of proactive routing protocols include Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV)
which is similar to the Bellman-Ford algorithm and Optimal Link State Routing (OLSR)
which is based on link state algorithm.
In the case of DSDV, routing tables are maintained at each node and used to make packet
forwarding decisions. The protocol adds a sequence number to each route table entry in each
node. In order to maintain the consistency of the routing tables in a changing environment,
each station transmits updates of its routing table periodically by using broadcasting or
multicasting. The route advertisements from a node indicate which nodes are accessible and
how many hops are required to reach that particular node in order to ensure the shortest
number of hops for reaching a destination. The packets may be transmitted so that they
contain layer 2 or layer 3 addresses.
Reactive routing is also referred to as on-demand routing. As the name implies, these
protocols only operate when there is an explicit routing request. The node that wants to
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know a route to a destination node will initiate a route request. This process will end when
a node discovers its requested route or all the possible routes have been examined without
finding a route. The most common reactive routing protocols are: Ad hoc On-demand
Distance Vector (AODV) which is also based on the Bellman-Ford algorithm and Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR) in which each node will maintain a route cache of the source routes
it knows.
The DSR protocol allows the discovery and maintenance of routes in ad hoc networks
by using two mechanisms: route discovery and route maintenance.The DSR protocol does
not require any periodic packets to be broadcast within the network. When a node S wants
to to find a route to node D for the first time, it will initiate a route discovery protocol. S
will locally broadcast a Route Request message. This message indicates S as the initiator,
D as the target, and a unique request ID. It will be received by all the one hop neighbors
of S and each node that receives it, for the first time, will add itself to the route record
and broadcast the message locally. If the target node D receivers the route request message
it will send a Route Reply message to node S. The message will include the accumulative
route record. Node S, after receiving the a Route Reply packet, will cache the route in its
Route Cache and use it to send subsequent packets. If a node that is not the target receives
another Route Request message from the same initiater with the same ID, or finds that it
is listed in the route record, it discards the message. The route discovery will be performed
by a sender S who wishes to send a packet to the destination D, only if S does not know
a route to D. Route maintenance will allow S to detect if the links in the route it already
has to D are no longer available. This could be due to topology changes that caused the old
route to be broken. In this case S can run a new route discovery process to find a working
route. The route maintenance will be used only when S is sending packets.
2.2 SECURITY ISSUES IN AD HOC NETWORKS
It is not enough to have an ad hoc network work with acceptable level of reliability and
quality of service. It is also important to provide an adequate level of security. Many of the
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aforementioned applications are critical and cannot be deployed without granting a certain
level of security. For example in military applications, it is important that an adversary not
be able to listen to the commands that are sent to the soldier, not be able to inject fake
commands, nor replay legitimate commands. For applications that grant access for nodes to
certain resources based on the nodes’ locations, it is crucial not to allow anyone to fake his
location and grant forbidden access. There are many such issues that have to be taken into
account when a security protocol is designed for ad hoc networks.
There are several reasons that make security in ad hoc networks different and more
challenging than wired networks. First, in ad hoc networks, the nodes use the wireless
medium to communicate with each other. Thus it is easy for an adversary to eavesdrop,
modify, or inject false packets as the medium is open and the attacker does not have to
physically tap into network wires to gain access. Moreover, in ad hoc networks there is no
clear line of defense compared to wired networks where one can place his firewalls or gateways
at the ingress to the network to prevent illegitimate access to the network. In addition, nodes
in ad hoc networks also act as routers and are required to forward packets sent from their
neighbors in a multi-hop manner. Thus a selfish or malicious node can choose to drop and
not forward packet in order to save its energy or disrupt the network operation.
In general the main security requirements for any system will be: confidentiality, authen-
tication, integrity, non-repudiation, availability, and access control. Confidentiality ensures
that eavesdroppers will not be able to read the information sent through the network which
may be achieved by encrypting data and control packets. Authentication prevents imper-
sonation and verifies the identity of the nodes. Integrity will insure that packets will not be
modified or altered by an adversary. Non-repudiation prevents a node from denying that
it has sent a message after it does so. Availability implies that the network services must
be available to legitimate users regardless of any malicious incidents. Finally, access control
will set the rules that specify the rights and permissions that are granted for each node.
There are many different aspects to consider in order to classify attacks in ad hoc net-
works [15]. They can be classified into passive and active attacks depending on how much the
attacker is involved. In passive attacks the attacker will only do things like eavesdropping,
traffic analysis, and monitoring. In active attacks the attacker will be more involved and
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may jam, modify, spoof or replay packets. Another classification depends on the domain of
the attack. This classifies attacks into internal and external attacks or insider and outsider
attacks. Internal attacks come from compromised nodes who already share cryptographic
keys with other nodes and participate in the network operation. Usually, these attacks are
harder to detect and can cause more damage to the network compared to the external attacks
that are performed by nodes that are not part of the network. Depending on whether the at-
tacker tries to hide his malicious action from being detected or not, attacks can be classified
to stealthy or non-stealthy attacks. Moreover, attacks can be classified to cryptography or
non-cryptography related attacks. In cryptography related attacks the attacker is trying to
break the cryptographic protocols or guessing the secrets used in the protocol, for example,
using brute force attack to find the key used in an encryption system. In non-cryptography
related attacks the attacker will try to make use of the faults in protocol design without
breaking the encryption system (or bypassing it entirely). Finally, the most common clas-
sification used in the literature is to classify the attacks according to the five layers of the
Internet model. Examples of some attacks at each layer are shown table 2.1 [15].
Layer Examples of Security Attacks
Physical layer Jamming, interference, eavesdropping
Data link layer MAC misbehaving, traffic analysis
Network layer Wormhole, blackhole, incorrect traffic generation
Transport layer SYN flooding, session hijacking
Application layer Data corruption, repudiation
Table 2.1: Examples of security attacks at each layer
At the physical layer, jamming attacks are considered one of the most serious attacks in
ad hoc networks [7]. Jamming attacks happen when an attacker interferes with the radio
frequencies used by the network nodes. Constant jamming could prevent the nodes from
using the network causing denial-of-service (DoS), and it could also prevent the nodes from
reporting the attack. Different forms of spread spectrum communications are used as a
typical defense against jamming. Jamming is still possible in this case, but more difficult
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since an attacker needs to follow the exact hopping sequence or to jam a wide section of the
band. In [16], researchers have studied the impact of limited-range jamming attacks on ad
hoc networks. Limited-range jammers use low power (close to regular node power) to jam
small regions in the network. Hence, these jammers are much harder to detect compared to
high power jammers.
MAC misbehaving is one of the common attacks at the MAC layer. In this attack the
nodes will not follow the rules of the MAC protocol. As we have discussed earlier, the MAC
layer in ad hoc networks is typically based on CSMA/CA, which means that the nodes will
sense the channel and will only transmit if the medium is free. Thus, a malicious node
may start transmitting without waiting and not using back-offs causing the other nodes
to continually back off. Researchers have extensively addressed this problem and proposed
some prevention techniques [17].
Location obfuscation is another issue that needs to be considered in some applications.
The location of communicating entities in wireless ad hoc networks is extremely important
due to the potential of their being identified and subsequently subjected to attacks (e.g., in
military networks). In [18] researchers showed that analysis of traffic in ad hoc networks may
reveal the locations of command centers enabling the adversaries to launch targeted cyber
or physical attacks on them. Hence, it is more critical to hide the location of the source
as well as ensure the seclusion of destination for quasi-stationary nodes in ad hoc networks.
Different methods have been proposed in the literature for defending against traffic analysis
and location identification attacks. The researchers in [18] proposed SECLOUD: Source
and Destination Seclusion using Clouds to obfuscate the true source/destination nodes and
make them indistinguishable among a group of neighbor nodes which works well even under
network-wide traffic visualization by a global attacker.
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Figure 2.1: Wormhole Attack
2.3 WORMHOLE ATTACKS
2.3.1 Definition
The wormhole attack in ad hoc and sensor networks [9, 19, 20] is impervious to traditional
security measures. Wormhole attacks can be launched regardless of the MAC, routing, or
security protocol used in the network. Here, an attacker will place two transceivers M1
and M2 at two physically different locations in the network as shown in Figure 2.1. The
transceivers M1 and M2 are connected through a wired or long range wireless link called the
wormhole link. These transceivers capture packets or signals from one location and replay
them at the other location. Alternatively, regular nodes controlled by an attacker can be
used to tunnel packets from M − 1 to M2. Legitimate nodes consider the wormhole link as
a short path from one side of the network to the other side (e.g., nodes at M1 location in
Figure 2.1 will assume that nodes at M2 location are one-hop neighbors). Encryption and
authentication do not help as the transceivers simply relay the encrypted or authenticated
packets or signals.
Consequently, the wormhole will attract a large amount of traffic between various source
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and destination nodes in the network. For example, researchers in [21] showed that strategic
placement of a wormhole, in a network where the nodes are uniformly and independently
distributed, can impact 32% of all communications in the network, on average. The nodes
at M1 location in Figure 2.1 and the surrounding nodes including all the nodes located to
the left of M1 will most most likely use the wormhole link to reach the nodes located at or
to the right of M2 location.
2.3.2 Impacts of wormhole attacks
If the wormhole will only peacefully transport all the traffic from one location in the network
to another location that is far away, then it could be useful for the network operation as it
will improve the network connectivity. Unfortunately, once the traffic is routed through the
wormhole, the attacker will gain full control over the traffic. Then he can start his malicious
actions by selectively dropping data packets which will lower the network throughput or
store all the traffic and later perform cryptanalysis attacks. The attacker can decide when
to drop data packets that passes through the wormhole at some critical situations. For
example, if the network is used for some alarm or surveillance system, then the attacker can
decide to time his packet dropping with a planned intrusion into the system. The wormhole
attack was shown to have significant impact on both proactive and reactive ad hoc routing
protocols [22]. Turning the wormhole link off suddenly means that all the nodes that used
the wormhole to reach other nodes will have to find new routes. Thus, the network will
be clogged with many route requests disrupting the operation of the network leading to
DoS attack. The attacker will make use of this situation and may periodically turning the
wormhole link off and on. Furthermore, the attacker can turn a node to become a sinkhole
[23] and may cause that node to be mistakenly blacklisted by other nodes in the network.
In addition wormhole attacks will easily disorder localization protocols [24, 25] or deceive
protocols that manage access control depending on the geographic location of the nodes. In
this case the attacker will establish a wormhole link between one location that is managed
by an access server to another location and grant access to unauthorized nodes. Using
complicated protocols that include time stamps, certifications, or reliance on a trusted third
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party will not effectively detect or prevent the wormhole attack.
2.3.3 Types of Wormhole Attacks
Wormhole attacks were classified based on the type of links used by M1 and M2 (existing
wireless data paths - in-band, or high speed channels - out-of-band) [26, 27]. With in-band
wormholes usually the attackers are insider nodes that use the same radio channel used by
the other nodes in the network. The nodes will try to increase their transmission range by
transmitting at the highest possible power and will not follow the MAC protocol waiting
times to ensure faster delivery. Such attacks are also referred to as rushing attacks [28] and
are considered to be easier to launch. On the other hand, in out-of-band attacks the attacker
will connect his nodes with long range fast connections and this can be either a long range
wireless link that uses a different radio frequency (compared to the bands used by the ad
hoc network) or a fast wired link. Out-of-band wormholes are more advanced and damaging
because the longer and faster the wormhole, the more nodes are attracted to send traffic
through it and the more damage and disruption it can cause to the network.
In [29] wormhole attacks were classified according to whether nodes M1 and M2 are visible
on the route (or simply replay packets). They were classified into three types: closed, half
open, and open wormhole attacks. With a closed wormhole neither M1 nor M2 are visible to
their neighbors, which means they do not advertise their node IDs or MAC addresses. Either
M1 or M2 will be visible to its neighbors in half-open wormhole, while in open wormholes
both M1 and M2 will be visible to their neighbors. Closed wormhole attacks are considered
much harder to detect compared to open wormhole attacks. This is because with open
wormholes, the adversarial nodes are visible to their neighbors and must follow the rules of
the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. Thus, there will be a minimum packet relaying delay that
could be used by the neighboring nodes to detect the attack. Also any violation to the MAC
rules could be detected by the nodes. On the contrary, with closed wormholes, there could
be no packet relaying delay caused by the wormhole and it is not necessary to follow the
MAC protocol rules. Hence, it is very hard to detect the wormhole with any protocol that
relies on time measurements.
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Another type of wormhole attack, which is hard to detect, is the physical layer wormhole
[30]. In this type the wormhole captures the bits or the waveforms from one side, transmits
them on the other side using high speed fiber links, and replays the exact bits or the received
waveforms using physical layer repeaters. Transmission and replay can start before the
receipt of the entire packet. Hence, the wormhole will not cause any noticeable delay that
could be used to detect it.
Khalil et al. [31, 32] have classified the wormhole attacks based on the techniques used
for launching it. The wormhole attacks were classified as follows:
1. Wormhole using encapsulation: in this type M1 will encapsulate the packets coming from
its neighbors and send them to M2 using the nodes in the network. M2 will broadcast the
packets to its neighbors after demarshalling them. Note that, the original encapsulated
packets are not viewed by the nodes on the route and thus the hop counts on these packet
are not increased thus the nodes at M2 side will think that the nodes at M1 side are
one-hop away.
2. Wormhole using out-of-band channel: this has been defined earlier in this section.
3. Wormhole using high power transmission: this is similar to the out-of-band wormhole
where M1 will use a high transmit power.
4. Wormhole using packet relays: in this case, M1 will simply amplify and resend the packets
received from the sender. This will increase the one-hop neighbor list of the sender.
2.4 NEIGHBOR DISCOVERY PROTOCOLS
Neighbor discovery could be defined as the process by which nodes will know who all their
neighbors are [10]. Communication in ad hoc networks is performed in a multi-hop manner.
Nodes cannot reach other nodes that are not within their transmission range without the help
from other nodes and the first nodes that are contacted are the direct (one-hop) neighbors.
Many applications, protocols, and system functionality rely on neighborhood discovery. In
mobile ad hoc networks the nodes are mobile and communicate with their neighbors over
wireless links the status of which may vary with time. Thus, the list of neighbors of each
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node may be changed with time as new nodes could be added to the list and others could
be removed. Hence, the neighbor discovery protocol must be used frequently to ensure that
the neighboring information of the nodes is fresh.
As is the case with other essential network operations, neighbor discovery is a potential
target for malicious attacks. Thus, simply sending a neighbor discovery message and waiting
for a reply will not guarantee that all the replies will come from real neighbors located within
the node’s transmission range. In general the attacks against neighbor discovery could fall
under two main types. In the first type the attack aims to shrink the neighboring list, by
preventing nodes from discovering their neighbors. This could be achieved by jamming the
neighbor discovery message or the reply message. In the jamming attack [7], the attacker
will transmit a signal that will collide with a legitimate signal and prevent it from being
received correctly. Nodes that are close to the jammer may notice the jamming signal and
possibly detect the existence of the jammer. Jamming attacks are beyond the scope of this
work and will not be considered in this dissertation.
The second type of attacks against neighbor discovery protocols aim to bogusly extend
the neighbors’ list. This means the inclusion of nodes that are not within the nodes’ trans-
mission range. There are two approaches for this attack. The first one is simple and easier to
prevent and the second one is complicated and much harder to prevent. In the first approach,
the attacker will simply fake replies from nodes that are located far away or do not exist.
This will be prevented by securing the neighbor discovery messages and the replies using
cryptographic techniques such as: authentication or encryption. In the second approach the
attacker will employ a wormhole attack.
One of the main goals of wormhole attacks is to disrupt the neighbor discovery protocols.
Thus, secure neighbor creation protocols must guard the network from wormhole attacks.
Figure 2.2 shows a network with wormhole attack. This is a single two-ended closed wormhole
attack. As shown, the wormhole connects four nodes from M1’s side (A, D, E, and L) with
three nodes at M2’s side (B, F , and X). Consequently, twelve bogus links are created and
the one-hop neighboring list of seven nodes are messed up and extended. The first task of
any secure neighbor discovery is to detect the existence of the wormhole. This could be done
by any of the nodes that are within the range of M1 or M2 as it tries to check or verify its
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Figure 2.2: Wormhole Against Neighbor Discovery
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neighbors.
The detection of the wormhole is not enough to stop the impact of the wormhole. The
only way to prevent the wormhole attack is to inform the nodes that are connected via the
wormhole about this fact. These nodes must stop sending or forwarding packets to each
other. For example, node A must not send or route packets to any of nodes B, F , and X,
and it must also discard packets that arrive from these nodes. This process is referred to as
removal of wormhole links. As will be discussed in details later in Chapter 4, distinguishing
between actual and fake neighbors is a complicated operation. The removal of wormhole
links must be complete and none of the links should be left active. In the example in Figure
2.2. if all the links were removed except the link between nodes A and B then the wormhole
will still be active. This is because the neighboring nodes of node A and B will use this link
to communicate. Hence the wormhole will still have the same impact on the network.
There are many aspects that must be taken into account when designing a secure neighbor
discovery protocol. In Chapter 1 we have listed some of the most important metrics and our
recommendations and justifications of them. In here we will briefly list the main features of
a successful secure neighbor discovery protocol.
• The protocol must operate fast so that it can run frequently, if necessary, in the network.
• The protocol must not require large overhead in terms of communication and computa-
tion.
• It is always preferred to have the protocol decentralized and distributed.
• It is not preferable to have the protocol rely on one of the following: additional hardware,
time measurements, synchronized clocks, or location information.
• The protocol must be capable to successfully detect all types of wormholes including all
the special cases.
• The protocol must produce very low percentage of false positives, if any.
• The protocol must also successfully remove all the links created by the wormhole.
• The protocol must not mistakenly remove too many legal links in the network.
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2.5 CLASSIFICATION OF SECURE NEIGHBOR DISCOVERY AND
WORMHOLE DEFENSE PROTOCOLS
The literature is rich with many defense mechanisms against the wormhole attack and proto-
cols that achieve secure neighbor discovery. There is no clear classification for the protocols in
the literature that are commonly prescribed for this purpose. However, researchers have tried
to classify the protocols depending on the technology they used to ensure secure neighbor
discovery or detect wormhole attacks. For example, the protocols that use time measure-
ments or clocks are referred to as time-based protocols. In this section, based on our review
of the literature, we will provide a comprehensive classification for secure neighbor discovery
and wormhole defense mechanisms. This classification will be based on the techniques or
approaches that are used in the protocols. Many protocols, as will be discussed later in
this chapter, have relied on one or more of these techniques. Also many protocols may fall
under more than one category. For example, a protocol could be centralized and use time
measurements, or require special hardware and use location information. In our discussion
of the classes or techniques of the protocols we will also focus on the main challenges with
each class. All protocols that use a specific technique will also inherit such challenges, if any,
that are involved with using that technique.
Here we will present a general classification for the previously proposed approaches based
on the technique they used.
2.5.1 Location-based Approaches
In location-based approaches, nodes in the ad hoc network are assumed to be aware of their
locations. The sender and the receiver will securely exchange their location information.
Then, to detect whether a wormhole connects them, the nodes will check if packets have
traveled the distance between them using only a few hops and/or in a short time. Protocols
that depend on location information usually require the nodes to be equipped with GPS,
which may not provide the required location accuracy, especially in indoor and urban areas.
Some protocols rely on other localization protocols to determine the nodes’ locations. How-
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ever, the accuracy of these protocols is also questionable and they are themselves vulnerable
to other attacks [33]. For simplification and cost reduction, some location-based approaches
do not require all nodes to be aware of their location, but only a small group must be location
aware. This will require few nodes to be equipped with GPS but also requires the network to
be somehow clustered. The GPS enabled nodes must be fully distributed and authenticate
all nodes in their vicinity, which will be complicated to manage.
2.5.2 Time-based Approaches
Time-based approaches could be sub-classified into two subclasses:
2.5.2.1 Strict time synchronization based approaches These approaches require
the nodes to be equipped with clocks that are accurately time synchronized. Some protocols
require the accuracy of the clock synchronization to be in the order of few microseconds
[9]. Thus, ad hoc networks in this case will need to run an accurate clock synchronization
protocol [34]. There are some attacks that target these synchronization protocols – thus they
have also to be secured [35]. In these protocols the sender node will attach time stamps to
the packets it sends and the receiver will record the arrival time. Then the receiver will check
if the packets were delayed longer than some threshold value to detect wormholes. Definitely,
the time stamps have to be authenticated to prevent any attempt of illegible modification
by an adversarial node.
2.5.2.2 Accurate time measurement based approaches In this case clocks of all the
nodes are not required to be synchronized as only one node will be doing the time measure-
ment and responsible for the detection operation. Thus, the sender may send a prob packet
or a challenge then starts his timer. The timer will be stopped when the sender receives
the response, which is expected to be immediate. Then, depending on some estimations, a
threshold value could be used to detect if the packet has passed through a wormhole or not.
The assumption is that a wormhole will cause some additional and noticeable delay to the
packets that pass through it. Approaches that use time measurements could be effective to
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detect open wormhole attacks (also typically in-band), where the attacker is using compro-
mised nodes to form the wormhole. In this case all the nodes have to follow the rules of the
IEEE 80.11 MAC protocol and it is possible to detect violations. These approaches are very
similar to the time synchronization based approaches and they share the same drawbacks.
In general, time-based protocols require some approximations as the node that is in
charge of detection has to account for the processing and propagation delay times. Moreover,
in ad hoc networks, the MAC protocol may also cause some unpredictable delays. Thus,
the threshold value is not expected to be very accurate and the detection process may cause
large numbers of false positives. Clock synchronization errors could also cause false positives.
More importantly, these protocols are not capable to detect the physical layer wormholes or
wormholes that do not cause any delay.
In [36] researchers investigated the available secure neighbor discovery in wireless net-
works. The protocols were divided into two main categories: time-based protocols and
time-and-location-based protocols. They showed that it is impossible to secure the neigh-
borhood with general time-based protocols if adversarial nodes are able to relay messages
with a delay below a certain threshold. Note that this threshold is used by these protocols
to detect wormholes. On the other hand, they showed that it is possible for time-based
protocols to achieve secure neighbor discovery if the minimum relaying delay is above that
same threshold. Time-and-location-based protocols are similar to the time-base protocols
but with the nodes being aware of their location. These protocols can secure neighbor dis-
covery even if the attacker relay messages with no delay. As will be discussed later, a similar
conclusion was also reached by Chiang et. al. [11].
2.5.3 Distance Bounding Approaches
Distance bounding approaches use estimates of the physical distance between purported
neighbors to ensure that it is not longer than the maximum allowable distance (e.g., farthest
distance reachable by a node operating at its maximum transmission power). Many tech-
niques have been used to estimate the distance between the nodes. Some researchers relied
on the signal round trip time and multiplying it by the signal propagation time (speed of
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light) [37].
These protocols may have the same problem as the time-based approaches. Other ap-
proached used ultrasound ranging techniques to approximate the distance between the nodes.
This requires the nodes to be equipped with additional hardware. The distance could also
be estimated based on the nodes location information or packets time stamps. Thus, some
location-based and time-based approaches could also be considered as distance bounding
approaches.
2.5.4 Additional Hardware Approaches
Many approaches use some special hardware such as directional antennas [1], special RF [3],
or ultrasound [2] to detect wormholes. These protocols cannot be easily applicable to any ad
hoc network and they add expense, complexity, and need for special customization. Thus, it
is not recommended to propose protocols that rely on additional hardware. Moreover, some
of these protocols have their own specific weakness and cannot always ensure the detection
of wormholes. Also it is possible for the attacker to use adversarial nodes that are equipped
with the same hardware used by the network nodes. For example, an attacker could also use
directional antennas and align them in a way to deceive the detection protocol.
2.5.5 Connectivity and Neighborhood-based Approaches
In this case nodes will exchange information about their connectivity such as: node degrees,
the list one-hop and/or two-hop neighbors. Then, based on such information, a wormhole
could be probabilistically detected. In general, the information should always be locally
collected and distributed, that is between a node and its one or at most two-hop neighbors.
The assumption here is that adding a wormhole to the network will cause changes to
the connectivity graph or the topology structure of the nodes. Some approaches require the
nodes in the network to be uniformly distributed or static with fixed edges. They assumed
that adding wormholes must cause a noticeable increase in the node degree of some neighbors.
However, in mobile ad hoc networks the nodes could be randomly distributed and could have
dynamic links. Also the node degree could vary significantly between nodes. Moreover, some
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protocols require the nodes to have large node degrees to function properly. In general, the
main advantage of the approaches that are based on connectivity of neighbor information is
that they do not require any time or location information and do not rely on any additional
hardware or location/time information. However, they could cause large overhead and be
less accurate compared to those approaches.
2.5.6 Centralized Approaches
Centralized approaches rely on gathering information such as statistics and visual analysis on
the network connectivity graph and processing them at a central entity. It is always preferred
to have the protocol decentralized and distributed. This does not require a central entity,
which is a big advantage. The protocol should be localized and only rely on information
collected by the nodes or their neighbors. With centralized approaches the nodes may need
to access the central entity frequently. This could cause a bottleneck and delay. Also, the
central entity could be a single point of failure and a tempting target for attackers to disrupt
the network operation.
Most of the available protocols used decentralized and distributed approaches. Thus in
our description of the available protocols the default is that the protocols are decentralized
unless otherwise we specifically mention that a protocol is centralized or requires some central
entity to perform some tasks.
2.6 PREVIOUSLY PROPOSED PROTOCOLS
A brief description of most of the previously proposed protocols will be provided here. Some
of these protocols used more than one technique to detect wormhole attacks in ad hoc
networks. We will specify the technique(s) used in each protocol. Besides the fact that
a protocol will suffer from the same disadvantages related to the used technique, we will
specify any other challenges related specifically with that protocol.
Hu et al. [9, 38], who introduced wormhole attacks in ad hoc networks, suggested the
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use of geographical or temporal packet leashes to detect wormholes. A geographical leash
(location-and time-based approach) requires each node to know its own location and all
nodes to have loosely time synchronized clocks. When sending a packet, the sender will
include his location ps and the time at which the packet is sent ts. The receiving node
compares these values with his location pr and the time the packet was received tr. The
clocks of the sender and the receiver are synchronized within ±∆, and v is the maximum
node speed. A receiver node can then ensure that a sender is within a certain distance
dsr ≤ ‖ps − pr‖ + 2v · (tr − ts + ∆) + δ, where δ is the maximum relative error in location
information, and detect discrepancies therein. The nodes need to securely exchange the
information and have to authenticate the location and time information. The results will
also depend on the accuracy of location estimation (δ) and the synchronization accuracy
(∆)of the clocks.
Temporal leashes (time-based approach) were also proposed by Hu et al. [9, 38]. Here,
all nodes must have tightly synchronized clocks. The receiver will compare the receiving
time with the sending time attached with the packet. The synchronization accuracy (∆)
of the clocks in this case have to be in the order of few microseconds. The receiver then
can determine if the packet has traveled too far in too little time and detect the wormhole
attack. The speed of light will be used besides the approximation for the transmission time.
An alternative could be to have the source do the approximation and include an expiration
time in each packet. However, the delay that could be caused by the MAC protocol may
have an impact on the accuracy of the temporal leashes approach. This is besides the fact
that temporal packet leashes may not detect physical layer wormholes.
Capkun et al. [3] presented a protocol (distance bounding approach) that is based on
distance bounding and does not require synchronization or location information to prevent
wormhole attacks. However, they depend on a secure challenge request-response and require
accurate time measurements. They assumed that the network operates with central authority
that controls the network membership and assigns unique identity to each node. In this case
node a will send a one bit challenge to estimate the distance to node b that must respond
instantaneously. Node a will detect if node b is a neighbor by using the time of flight.
Directional antennas have been used in [1] (special hardware approach) to prevent worm-
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hole attacks. They assumed that the antennas on all nodes are aligned (which may be difficult
in practice) and share a secret key with each other. A secure list of neighbors with their
signal direction has to be maintained and updated at each node to detect wormholes. If
a packet is received from a node that is outside the neighbor set it will be ignored. Only
nodes that are in an opposite direction relative to the wormhole transceivers will accept
similar nodes as neighbors. Thus, the wormhole attack’s effectiveness is reduced but not
fully eliminated. Not all wormhole attacks will be detected even by extending the simple
directional protocol to a verified neighbor discovery protocol, that requires the co-operation
of neighboring nodes. If the attacker entities are equipped with more than one transceiver
at each side, and operate intelligently then the protocol will not be able to detect it.
Khalil et al. have developed two protocols to defend against wormholes: LITEWORP
[31] and MOBIWORP [32]. LITEWORP (time-based and neighbor information approach)
works with a static network and assumes that there is a guard node within the transmission
range of any two neighboring nodes. At the beginning, each node will discover it neighbors
and then broadcast its neighbors list to all of its neighbors. This will be done only once in
the lifetime of each node. As a results each node will know all its direct neighbors and all the
neighbors of all its direct neighbors. Also the second hop neighbor information is needed for
the detection process. Each node X that is in the range of two other nodes, A and B, will
act as a guard node over the link A↔ B between the two nodes. Each guard node will save
information of each packet sent from B to A in a watch buffer. The information will include
the packet identification and type, the packet source, the packet destination, the packet’s
immediate sender, and the packet’s immediate receiver. The guards expect the packets to
be forwarded to their ultimate destination within a time stamp. Thus LITEWORP requires
overhead in terms of guard nodes and a dense network for successful operation.
MOBIWORP (time and location-based, central entity, and neighbor information ap-
proach) works with mobile networks but requires location information, a trusted central
authority, and assumes the network to be loosely time synchronized. The central authority
is responsible for position tracking of the mobile nodes and keeping track of adversarial be-
havior by a mobile node. MOBIWORP includes two types of detection: local and global.
The local detection of a malicious node is done by the guard nodes in its local neighborhood,
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similar to LITEWORP. The global detection is done by the central authority by aggregating
reports from guards at multiple locations.
In [30] a timing based defense mechanism (TrueLink) (time-based approach) against
wormhole attacks is presented. Existing MAC layer acknowledgments are used to detect
a wormhole. TrueLink consists of two phases: rendezvous and authentication phase. The
rendezvous phase is similar to RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK exchange, here node a and node b
will exchange two randomly generated numbers, called nonces. The assumption is that the
IEEE 802.11 standard makes it extremely difficult for an attacker to successfully relay the
exchanged frames. The authentication phase will verify that the nonces were originated from
nodes a and b by making them sign and transmit the nonces. However, the protocol cannot
detect physical layer wormholes.
A centralized protocol to detect wormholes in sensor networks was presented in [39]
(distance bounding and centralized approach). Here, the network is reconstructed using
multi-dimensional scaling and the wormhole is detected by visualizing the anomalies intro-
duced by the attack. At first, an inaccurate distance measurement approach between the
sensors that can hear each other is used to estimate the distance between every sensor pair.
Then the network is reconstructed using multi-dimensional scaling to calculate a virtual po-
sition of each sensor. The estimation errors on the reconstruction are compensated using
a surface smoothing mechanism. Finally, fake neighbor connections will be identified by
analyzing the shape of the reconstructed network at a central entity.
Poovendran and Lazos [22] (centralized and location-based approach) presented a graph
theoretic framework for modeling wormhole links and derive the necessary and sufficient
conditions to detect and defend against wormhole attacks. The authors also proposed a
cryptographic mechanism based on local broadcast keys to prevent wormhole attacks. The
protocol requires a fraction of the nodes on the network to know their location.
Qian et al. [40] (centralized and connectivity information approach) presented a scheme
to detect wormhole attacks based on statistical analysis. Here the values of routing and
connectivity statistics before the attack (when the system is normal) are compared with the
corresponding values after the attack. This assumes that the wormhole does not exist at
the time they gather the statistics and that the statistics do not change due to other causes
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(e.g., mobility).
A protocol that is employing connectivity information to detect wormholes is presented
in [4] (connectivity information approach). The protocol does not rely on location nor on
tight synchronization, but needs topology information. The protocol looks for forbidden
substructures in the connectivity graph that should not be present in a legal connectivity
graph. The wormhole transceivers (M1 and M2) must connect a minimum number of nodes
to form a forbidden substructure. At least two independent (non-neighbor) nodes at M1’s
side must share three common neighbors, that are also independent, located at M2’s side.
However, the protocol depends on the density of the nodes in the network and requires the
network to be highly connected. Detection is not guaranteed without the availability of a
specific number of independent neighbors. In fact, even in a network where the nodes are
densely deployed and highly connected if the transmission range of the wormhole transceivers
is short then the wormhole will not be detected. Such a wormhole will still have the same
impact of a wormhole with large transceivers’ range. We compare our results with the results
presented in [4] in Section 3.9.4.
The node degree is used to detect wormholes in [5] (connectivity information approach).
The assumption here is that the wormhole will increase the number of one-hop neighbors of
a node and if this number is greater than some threshold (could be the average node degree)
then the node will need to check for a wormhole. If however the wormhole connects a single
node with another node that is far away, the node degree only changes by one and the
wormhole will not be detected. Another possibility could be to place the wormhole between
nodes that have a node degree less than the average, thus will not be detected. But the
damage to the network is comparable to a wormhole connecting a group of nodes. Also,
the protocol suggests an approximate removal process for a set of suspicious links that may
completely isolate some nodes from the network.
In [6], an approach similar to [5] was presented. Again the assumption made is that
the wormhole will significantly increase the number of one-hop neighbors. Also nodes are
assumed to be uniformly and densely deployed with no links changed or added. Each node
will count the number of nodes that are two-hops away and the idea is that this number
grows under a wormhole attack.
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Su and Boppana [27] (distance bounding approach) proposed a distributed technique to
detect in-band wormhole attacks in mobile ad hoc networks. The protocol is based on the
propagation speeds of requests and statistical profiling. They do not require the clocks to
be synchronized network-wide and no additional control packets are needed. The protocol
is supposed to be complementary to the existing source routing protocols.
In [41] (time-based and distance bounding approach) researchers proposed a mechanism
to detect and avoid wormhole attacks in the OLSR protocol. The idea is first to detect
network links with high probability to be involved in a wormhole attack. This is done based
on the assumption that wormhole attacks will cause longer packet latency compared to a
single hop normal wireless latency. This could be true if the wormhole is in-band, using
nodes in the network to tunnel packets. Afterwards, suspicious links will be challenged by
exchanging encrypted probing packets between the two ends of the link. If the two nodes are
actually connected through a wormhole then the response is expected to be slower than legal
links. A similar approach that can detect tunneling of packets in dynamic source routing
(DSR) is presented in [42].
In [43] (neighbor information and centralized approach) researchers proposed two detec-
tion mechanisms for wormholes in wireless sensor networks. The first mechanism detects the
increase in the number of the neighbors of the nodes. This is assumed to be due to the new
links created by the wormhole in the network. The second mechanism detects the decrease
of the lengths of the shortest paths between all pair of nodes. This is assumed to be caused
by the short links created by the wormhole. All the nodes in the network will send their
neighbor list to the base station. The base station is responsible to reconstruct the network
graph from the received neighborhood information and detect the wormhole.
In [11] (time-based approach) researchers proposed a technique that is based only on
synchronized clocks to detect man-in-the-middle attacks. They used secure clock synchro-
nization in fixed wireless networks. It was also shown that no timing based solution can
detect an optimal attacker. Their definition for the optimal attacker is similar to the physi-
cal wormhole defined earlier in this chapter. The optimal attacker is equipped with double
full-duplex radio and can inject a constant delay.
[44] (connectivity and neighborhood information), the protocol used to detect worm-
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hole attacks employs local neighborhood information. The network topology is assumed to
be static and the links are assumed to be bidirectional. However, they assumed that the
wormhole must change the topology structure of the network and they computed a so-called
edge-clustering coefficient. The assumption is that in a dense network every two neighbors
must have a common neighbor. A wormhole node is detected by one of its neighbors if that
neighbor cannot reach one of the wormhole neighbors without using that node. However,
it is very possible to come up with many scenarios with wormholes that will not satisfy
any of the necessary conditions with this approach to detect the wormhole. This will only
successfully detect open wormholes or closed wormholes that only connect one single node
with another single node. If the wormhole connects a group of nodes (≥ 2) with another
group of nodes, which is the most common form of wormhole, then the protocol will not
detect the wormhole.
A framework to detect wormhole attacks in wireless ad hoc networks was proposed in [45]
(time-based approach). The detection consists of two phases. The first phase is supposed to
be inexpensive, referred to as “suspicion”, and must detect the wormhole. Two techniques
are used in this phase to detect the wormhole – RTT (round trip time) and topology in-
formation. The assumption is that if a wormhole exists, then abnormal RTT (higher than
average) between nodes connected with wormhole must be observed (only true in in-band
wormholes). Moreover, neighbors in dense networks must always have common neighbors.
Only if something is detected with phase one then phase two (confirmation) will be used. In
phase two the attacker will be challenged by either using frequency hopping or the TrueLink
technique [30]. Obviously, none of the techniques used in this framework will guarantee the
detection of wormholes for all cases.
In [46] (time-based approach) authors proposed a wormhole detection mechanism that
relies on delay measurements. The idea is to obtain the delay and the hop count information
of some disjoint paths between the sender and the receiver. Then, they use the delay/hop
value to detect the existence of a wormhole in any of the disjoint paths. The assumption
is that the delay in the wormhole corrupted path will be unreasonably high. Thus, a path
with a distinguishably high delay/hop value is more likely to have a wormhole attack.
In [47] (time-based approach) authors proposed a transmission time based mechanism
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(TTM) to detect wormhole attacks. The protocol requires the computation of the trans-
mission time between every two successive nodes along the established path during route
setup procedure. The assumption is that the transmission time between two fake neighbors
created by wormhole is considerably higher than that between two real neighbors which are
within radio range of each other.
In [48] (location-based approach) an end-to-end wormhole attack detection is proposed.
Based on geographic information exchanged between the source and the destination, the
source node estimates the minimum hop count to the destination. The source compares
the hop count value, for each used route, received from the reply packet with its estimated
value. If the received value is less than the estimation, the corresponding route is marked as
if a wormhole is detected. Afterwards, the source launches wormhole TRACING in which
the two end points of the wormhole will be identified in a small area given that there are
multi-paths that exist between the source and destination.
A secure neighbor verification protocol for wireless sensor networks is proposed in [49]
(distance bounding and neighbor information approach). Their protocol is distributed and
relied on estimated distances between nodes. They require each node to be equipped with a
microsecond precision clock and two network interfaces: a radio-frequency and a sound inter-
face. At first, nodes will discover their neighbors insecurely, that is, without any guarantee
that all neighbors are real. Then each node will estimate the distance to all its neighbors
using an ultrasound-based ranging protocol. After that, each node exchanges its neighbors
information including the estimated distance, with its neighbors, in a secure way. Each node
will then create a table the includes distances between its neighbors. Finally, the created
neighboring table will be examined by a number of security tests and each link is marked as
either verified or unverifiable.
In [50] researchers proposed a protocol for neighbor discovery in ad hoc networks using
directional antennas. However, the protocol did not discuss or address any attacks including
the wormhole attack. Also [51] merged a MAC protocol with neighbor discovery protocol
for ad hoc networks using directional antennas. The researchers focused on the throughput
of the protocol and did not address the wormhole attack.
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3.0 THE DEWORM PROTOCOL
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter will present and discuss the proposed protocol to detect one of the most dev-
astating attacks in wireless ad hoc networks. The previous Chapter showed that most of
the previously proposed techniques to detect wormhole attacks require precise and accurate
information about the location of nodes, the time of packet transmission and synchronization
between nodes, or the use of special hardware (e.g., directional antennas). Protocols that
depend on location information require the nodes to be equipped with GPS [9], which may
not provide the required location accuracy, especially in indoor and urban areas. Defense
mechanisms that rely on time measurement and synchronized clocks cannot detect physical
layer wormholes. Protocols that use special hardware such as directional antennas [1], special
RF [3], or ultrasound [2] add expense, complexity, and need for special customization.
In this dissertation, we propose “DeWorm”, a novel, yet simple protocol to effectively
detect wormhole attacks. We employ routing discrepancies between neighboring nodes along
a path from a source to the destination to detect wormhole attacks. The protocol is simple
and localized, can be applied on demand (when the existence or lack thereof of a wormhole
needs to be verified) and needs no special hardware, localization, or synchronization. Thus
DeWorm can detect physical layer wormholes. We have tested the protocol and evaluated it
with grid-like and randomly distributed networks with various connectivity models (unit disk
graph - UDG, Quasi-UDG, both with symmetric and asymmetric links). Our simulations
show that DeWorm has nearly 99% detection probability and very few false positives. The
cost of the protocol is the addition of a little overhead and that only when deployed.
The example in Figure 3.1 summarizes the idea of the DeWorm protocol. Here the source
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How DeWorm Works
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Figure 3.1: The Idea of DeWorm
has a short route (the route in red color) to the destination that goes through the wormhole.
The goal of DeWorm is to find alternative route that does not go through the wormhole (the
route in green color). The source will check the difference between the two routes and if
this difference is greater than some value that we will refer to as the sensitivity parameter
then a wormhole is detected. In this case the difference is 7-3 = 4, we will use a sensitivity
parameter as 2 or 3.
The difference is some how related to the length of the wormhole in number of hops. This
explains why 2 or 3 is a good choice for the sensitivity parameter. Note that by definition
wormholes are longer than 1 hop (at least 2 hops). In fact the attacker wants to make the
wormhole as long as possible because the longer the wormhole the better the attack since it
will attract more traffic and will have larger impact.
The approach DeWorm is using sounds very simple in this example but HOW can we
guarantee to find alternative route that will not go through wormhole so that it will have
a significant difference in length compared to the route that goes through the wormhole?
This question and the detailed description of DeWorm operation will be clearly explained
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in this chapter. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In the coming sections a a
brief description of DeWorm is presented this will be followed by a detailed description and
a step-by-step example for DeWorm detection. In this second part of the chapter we will
discuss different aspects of DeWorm and provide our evaluations and simulation results.
3.2 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DEWORM
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Figure 3.2: Wormhole detection example
The sender node S in Figure 3.2 will initially have a route to the destination node
D and wishes to test whether this route includes a wormhole or not. We assume this is a
physical layer wormhole (e.g., a high-speed fiber link) with nodes M1 and M2 acting as relays
and otherwise invisible to honest nodes (they do not advertise their IDs or MAC adresses).
Detecting such wormholes is considered to be extremely difficult [31]. The sender S will start
by discovering his one-hop neighbors. Based on the received replies, he will create a list of
his one-hop neighbors that excludes the next hop along the route. The sender will check the
routes (we call these the test routes) that are used by these one-hop neighbors to the second
hop along the route to the destination (throughout this paper we will refer to this node as
the target node). Node S compares the length of a selected route with the one he has to
the target node. The selected route is chosen from the routes reported from the neighbors.
Later in Section 4.3.1 we will discuss methods that can be be used to determine the selected
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route for comparison. If the difference between the numbers of hops of the two routes is
greater than a certain value called the “sensitivity parameter”, the sender will assume that
a wormhole exists. If not, this process is repeated by each node that lies on the route (such
nodes also exclude the previous hop from the list). The idea is that when a node that is
close to M1 is reached, its next hop neighbor along the route will be on the other side of
the wormhole link (near M2). If at least one of the “perceived” one-hop neighbors is located
within the transmission range of the node, (i.e., it is not on the other side of the wormhole),
the route from this neighbor to the target node can be rendered very different (typically
long) and thus the wormhole will be detected.
The general idea for the detection algorithm to work is as follows. We need to ensure that
not all the picked neighbors are near M2 nor will reach the target node using the wormhole
link. If not, the selected route to the target node will be comparable in length to the route
that the sender has, and the wormhole attack will not be detected. Yet another problem
is that the picked neighbors may also have a route to the target node through another
node that uses the wormhole link. Again, in this case the length of the selected route will
not be significantly different to detect the wormhole. To prevent this situation, the sender
provides each neighbor with a list of nodes to avoid in their route to destination. This list
will include all nodes that are within the range of the wormhole’s transceiver at the far side
of the network. Consequently, legitimate one-hop neighbors will avoid routes through the
wormhole link. Details follow.
3.3 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DEWORM
Consider a communicating source-destination node pair (S,D) ∈ W , with route PS,D. If node
S wishes to detect the existence of a wormhole, a naive approach would be to delete the
nodes in the current route PS,D from consideration. Next, S would discover a new route to
D and if the length of the new route differs significantly compared to the length of PS,D (i.e.,
greater than a threshold), it concludes a wormhole exists. This approach unfortunately will
not work because it is difficult to ensure that the alternate route does not traverse through
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the wormhole as well (in which case the two routes will have similar lengths). Ensuring that
the wormhole is avoided is difficult because S will have no idea as to the location of the
wormhole along the route PS,D. Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig.3.2 the wormhole will
typically connect several nodes (i.e., BM1 and BM2) and it is likely that the alternate end-
to-end route between S and D will also pass through the wormhole. In order to avoid this
problem DeWorm works through the nodes in PS,D in a sliding fashion checking the length
of alternate routes between nodes that are a short distance apart (2 hops typically) and
employs a forbidden list approach to avoid neighbor nodes possibly in range of the wormhole
(i.e., BM2).
A flow chart of the DeWorm protocol is shown in Fig.3.3. We discuss the steps in the
flowchart below. Consider a source node S that wants to communicate with destination
node D and wishes to test for a wormhole. Let u, v, x ∈ PS,D – they are nodes on the path
from S to D that was obtained by using some standard routing protocol. Let the wormhole
M1 ↔M2 connect nodes u and v where u ∈ BM1 and v ∈ BM2 . Let x be the next hop from
v on the route from S to D. Note that u and v are typically separated by several hops, but
now will believe that they are neighbors.
Step(1): The “Sender” node S will set the target node T to be the node two hops away
along the path, i.e., T = P2S,D initially.
Step(2): S will discover all its one-hop neighbors BS by broadcasting a “hello” message.
The nodes in BS will hear the hello message and will reply to S.
Step(3): S will create a list of the nodes in BS and marks node P1S,D. Note that node
P1S,D ∈ PS,D and is known during route discovery to the destination D.
Step(4): S will broadcast the list (BS, T ) and ask every node q ∈ {BS − PS,D} to find a
route to target node T , such that the route does not include any other node in BS (will
be referred to as forbidden list). That is ∀q, z ∈ BS where q 6= z, DeWorm ensures that
z /∈ Pq,T . Each node q ∈ {BS − PS,D} will run the network routing algorithm and reply to
S with lqT , the length (in number of hops, or the cost) of its route to T . If lqT does not exist
due to the connectivity of the network topology then q will inform S and S discards q from
{BS − PS,D}.
Step(5): The sender will pick a “selected route” and determine its length. For example,
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Figure 3.3: Flow chart for the DeWorm protocol
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L = Max {lqT} ∀q ∈ {BS − PS,D}, the length of the longest route can be used (other options
for L are discussed in Section 4.3.1). The sender tests for the existence of a wormhole by
comparing the length L of the “selected route” to T with the direct route. Specifically, if
L − 2 > η then the sender will assume that a wormhole is detected. Note, that L − 2 is
used because T is 2 hops away from S and η is a tunable sensitivity parameter (see Section
4.3.1). If a wormhole is detected then DeWorm stops.
Step(6): If no wormhole is detected then one increments the procedure to the next hop along
the route (e.g., node P1S,D will become the new “sender” S and P3S,D becomes the new target
T ).
Step(7): If the new sender is not the last node on the route before the destination D (i.e.,
S 6= P lSD−1S,D ), then steps numbered 1 to 6 will be repeated by the new “sender”.
Comment: DeWorm will detect the wormhole when a node that is within M1’s range
becomes the “sender”. In this case node u ∈ BM1 will perform steps 1 to 6. In Step 2,
u determines its neighbor list Bu =
{
Bˆu ∪BM2
}
which includes not only the true one-
hop neighbors Bˆu that are within node u’s range but also all the nodes that are within
M2’s range. Node u will ask all nodes q ∈ {Bu − PS,D} to find routes to the target node
T = x that appears to be two hops away – it is actually one-hop from v – such that the
routes exclude nodes in Bu. When a node q ∈ Bˆu, i.e., a true one-hop neighbor, tries to
find a route to node T = x, it also avoids routes containing the nodes in BM2 . Thus the
reported lqT ≥ (2 + length of wormhole). If the wormhole spans a length greater than η
and L = Max {lqT} ∀q ∈ {BS − PS,D} then L− 2 > η and the wormhole is detected.
Special Case : Steps 8-12 in the lower part of the DeWorm flowchart Fig.3.3 are ac-
tivated only if a wormhole is not detected and the “sender” becomes the last node before
the destination S = P lSD−1S,D . This will occur when PS,D does not pass through a wormhole
or if the destination node D is next to the wormhole (i.e., D ∈ BM2). In either event the
DeWorm protocol follows the procedure below.
Step(8): Node S = P lSD−1S,D will discover all its one-hop neighbors BS by broadcasting a
“hello” message and will ask node D to provide its one-hop neighbor’s list BD.
Step(9): Node S will set as the “Target” a node that is D’s neighbor. That is T ∈ BD.
Step(10): Node S will broadcast the list (BS ∪ BD, T ) and ask every node q ∈ BS (except
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D) to find an indirect path to T (has to pass through at least one other node before reaching
T ), which does not include any other node in {BS ∪BD}. That is ∀q, z ∈ BS where q 6= z
DeWorm ensures that z /∈ Pq,T and lqT > 1. Each node q ∈ BS will run the network routing
algorithm and reply to S with lqT .
Step(11): The sender will pick a “selected route” and determine its length. For example,
L = Max {lqT} ∀q ∈ {BS − PS,D}. Again, if L − 2 > η then the sender will assume that a
wormhole is detected.
Comment : If there is wormhole connecting node u = P lSD−1S,D with node D then node
u ∈ BM1 will have a neighbor list Bu =
{
Bˆu ∪BM2
}
which includes not only the true one-
hop neighbors Bˆu within node u’s range but also all the nodes within M2’s range. Similarly,
node D ∈ BM2 will have its neighbor list BD =
{
BˆD ∪BM1
}
with both the true one-hop
neighbors BˆD and the nodes that are within M1’s range. Node u will ask all nodes q ∈ Bu
(except D) to find indirect routes to the target node T ∈ {BD} that will avoid nodes in
{BD ∪Bu}. Note that both BM1 and BM2 are ⊂ {BD ∪Bu}. Depending on the location of
T we will have two cases and in both, node u will detect the wormhole. In the first case node
u may pick node T ∈ BˆD but /∈ BM1 . The one-hop neighbors of u that are in Bˆu will have
long indirect routes to T while those in BM2 will not. In the second case node u may pick
node T ∈ BM1 but /∈ BˆD. Then, the one-hop neighbors of u that are in BM2 will have long
indirect routes to T . Consequently, in both cases there will be a long route from a neighbor
to T and the wormhole will be successfully detected.
3.4 DEWORM BY EXAMPLE
Next we describe the steps of our protocol in more detail. A flow chart of the protocol is
shown in Figure 3.3. The example we use to clarify how DeWorm works will follow the
network shown in Figure 3.2.
Step(1): Let us suppose that node S wants to communicate with node D and the shortest
path provided by some standard routing protocol is (S -A-B -C -E -D). Note that there are
five hops to the destination. Obviously this route passes through the wormhole and nodes
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B and C are connected through the wormhole transceivers M1 and M2 without being aware
of this fact. Our goal is to show that using DeWorm, node S will be able to detect the
wormhole.
Step(2): The sender will discover all his one-hop neighbors by broadcasting a ”hello”
message.
Step(3): The one-hop neighbors of the sender will hear the hello message and will reply
to the sender. In this example, node S will receive replies from nodes A, 1, 2, and 3. Upon
receiving the responses, S will add the nodes to his one-hop neighbors list.
Step(4): The sender will create a list of one-hop neighbors and marks node A. Note that
node A is the next hop on the already determined route to the destination D. The sender will
send this neighbor list including the marked node to the rest of the neighbors (in this case,
nodes 1, 2, and 3 ). The sender will ask these nodes to find a route to the target node, in this
case node B, which does not go through any node from this list. The one-hop neighbor nodes
will reply to the sender with the length (in number of hops, or the cost) of the route to B.
Note that nodes 1, 2, and 3 are required to find a route to B that does not go through nodes
S, A, 1, 2 and 3. In our example, nodes 1, 2, and 3 will find routes to B as: (1 -11 -12 -4 -B),
(2 -5 -B), and (3 -4 -B) and they will inform the sender S that the lengths of the routes to B
are 4, 2, and 2 hops, respectively. The sender will pick the longest route as the “selected”
route (or use another method – see Section 3.5.1) with 4 hops here, and compares it with
2 hops, the distance to the target node. If a one-hop neighbor does not find a route to the
target node that does not include nodes from the list, it will inform the sender. The sender
disregards such nodes.
Step(5): If the number of hops of the selected route minus 2 hops is greater than the
sensitivity parameter (chosen as 2 in this example) then the sender will assume that a
wormhole is detected. In this example the selected route minus 2 will be 4 - 2 = 2 which is
not greater than the sensitivity parameter. Thus, no wormhole is detected.
Step(6): The next hop – node A – will become the new “sender” (there is now a new
target as well – node C ).
Step(7): Steps numbered 2 to 6 will be repeated by the new sender until either a wormhole
is detected or the destination node is reached (i.e., the sender node becomes the last node
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on the route before the destination D).
In our example, node A will pick nodes 3 and 4. The routes from nodes 3 and 4 to
C (excluding nodes S, 3, 4, and B) will be (3 -12 -13 -7 -C ) and (4, 13, 7, C ), respectively.
The selected route minus 2 will be 4 - 2 = 2, which is again not greater than 2. Thus the
wormhole is still not detected and the new sender will be the next hop, node B.
Node B is within the transmission range of M1, as shown in Figure 3.2. Node B will
send a “Hello” message to discover its neighbors. M1 will receive the message and send it
using the fiber link to node M2, which will then broadcast it to its neighbors. As a result
node B will have nodes A, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and C in its one-hop neighbors list. Note that
the replies from nodes C, 8, 9, and 10 are transmitted by M1. Nodes 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10
will all try to find routes to node E that do not pass through the one-hop neighbors’ list of
node B. Since all the nodes that are within the transmission range on the other side of the
wormhole M2 (nodes C, 8, 9, and 10 ) are in the forbidden list, any route from nodes 4, 6, or
7 will not pass through the wormhole and will be long enough to detect the wormhole. The
selected route will be from node 4 that is (4, 13, 22, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, E ) which
has 11 hops. Thus in this case we have 11 - 2 = 9 which is greater than 2 and consequently
node B will inform node S that a wormhole has been detected.
Special Case : When the destination node is within M2’s transmission range, the
“sender” who has the destination node as the target node will not be a one-hop neigh-
bor of M1. Such a sender will thus not have the nodes in M2’s transmission range, those
nodes on the other side of the wormhole, in his one-hop neighboring list. These nodes will
not be in the forbidden list that he will send to his one-hop neighbors and so they will be
part of any route (likely through the wormhole) to the target. Consequently, the sender will
not detect the wormhole. In the example in Figure 3.2, let us suppose that the destination
is node C and that node A was not able to detect the wormhole. We need the last node on
the route, right before the destination node, (this will be node B in the example) to detect
the wormhole. Node B will have nodes A, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and C in its one-hop neighbors
list. Note that this list includes all nodes that are within M2’s range (nodes 8, 9, 10, and
C ). Node B (the last node on the route) will ask node C (the destination node in this case)
to provide its one-hop neighbors’ list, which will contain 9, 21, E, B, 6, 7, 14, and 23. Note
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that, this list includes all nodes that are within M1’s range (nodes B, 6, 7, 14, and 23 ).
Node B will pick any node from node’s C one-hop list excluding nodes that are in its own
one-hop list and will make it the target node. Thus, node B could pick any of nodes 21, E,
14, and 23 as the target node. Next, node B will ask its one-hop neighbors (except node
C ) to find an indirect path to the target node (has to pass through at least one node before
reaching the target node) excluding the common one-hop neighbors of nodes B and C. This
forbidden list will have nodes A, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, C, 21, E, B, 14, and 23 (this list includes
nodes that are within M1’s or M2’s transmission range).
Depending on the location of the target node we will have two cases and in both, node
B will detect the wormhole. In the first case node B may pick a target node that is on M2’s
side of the network (node 21 or E ). In this case the one-hop neighbors of node B that are
located on M1’s side (nodes 4, 6, 7 ) will have long indirect routes to node 21 or E. We recall
that nodes A, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, C, 21, E, B, 14, and 23 are included in the forbidden list and
cannot be used to reach 21 or E ). In the second case node B may pick a target node that is
on M1’s side of the network (node 14 or 23 ). In this case the perceived one-hop neighbors of
node B that are located on M2’s side (nodes 8, 9, 10 ) will have long indirect routes to node
14 or 23. Again, we note that nodes A, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, C, 21, E, B, 14, and 23 are included
in the forbidden list and cannot be used to reach 14 or 23. Thus in both cases there will
be a long route that is compared to the single hop and the wormhole will be successfully
detected. This special check needs to be performed by the last node along the route before
the destination only if the wormhole is not detected previously.
In our description and detailed example, we have used a unit disk graph (UDG) as
our connectivity model and assumed the links are symmetric. With a Quasi-UDG [52]
connectivity model or in the presence of asymmetric links, DeWorm’s behavior will be the
same. The only difference is that the number of neighbors will be changed. In the simulation
results presented in Section 3.9.3 we test DeWorm with the Quasi-UDG model and also in
the presence of asymmetric links. The results show that the performance of DeWorm is not
affected.
We assume that messages that are exchanged between the sender and its neighbor nodes
are authenticated, and nodes M1 and M2 do not have shared keys with honest nodes. This
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prevents fabrication attacks by M1 and M2. Sharing of keys between nodes and related
security attacks are beyond the scope of this dissertation. Please note that a wormhole
attack can succeed even if nodes M1 and M2 do not share keys with other nodes in the
network.
3.5 ANALYSIS OF DEWORM
In this section we consider different aspects of DeWorm and address potential limitations.
We will discuss the different methods to pick the route selected for comparison and discuss
the sensitivity parameter. Then we will illustrate the connectivity requirements and show
that DeWorm does not require network with special topology or high node degree.
3.5.1 Route Selected for Comparison and Sensitivity Parameter
DeWorm, essentially has two parameters to be selected, the sensitivity parameter η and the
method for determining L from the set of routes found to the target node (i.e., the “selected
route” mentioned previously). Wormholes are at least longer than the transmission range
of a node (otherwise their impact is minimal). With η = 1 even short wormholes can be
detected. However, the number of false positives will increase. Using η = 5 reduces false
positives but short wormholes may escape detection. Thus, η = 2 or 3 provides the best
tradeoff between the detection rate and false positives.
There are many possibilities for the determining L from the set of routes found to the
target node T for comparison with η to detect the wormhole. In our simulations we have
tested several route selection methods to determine L (see section 3.5.1). In the previous
section, we used the length of the longest route as the value of L to illustrate DeWorm.
Another option is to use the average length of the computed routes to the target as L.
The former increases the false positives while the latter reduces the detection rate (see
Table 3.1). While any of these choices is unlikely to significantly impact the wormhole
detection performance, we may expect differences in the number of false positives. The
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reason is that routes from some neighbors may be longer than those from other neighbors
by a value greater than the sensitivity parameter.
Ultimately, we used a method that provides the best detection and a reasonable number
of false positives. The sender creates a list from the replies containing route lengths to the
target node from its neighbors and sorts them according to their lengths from longest to
shortest (excluding replies from neighbors that do not have routes to the target node). The
sender picks L as the length of a route that is smaller than the longest route by not more
than η if it exists. Otherwise L is picked as the length of the longest route. We find that
the shortest such route – e.g., if the longest route has 10 hops, the sensitivity parameter is
2, a route with 8 hops if it exists – is the best option. But a route with 9 hops is better
than the route with 10 hops if one with 8 hops is not in the list. The reason why we do
not pick the longest route when such shorter routes are available is to avoid cases when the
longest routes are actually outliers. By eliminating the longest of the long routes, we reduce
the number of false positives. Using η to decide whether the length of a shorter route is
sufficient, ensures that we do not miss those cases where the longest route is the only long
available route from a node located at M1’s side that can be used to detect the wormhole.
This method is labeled “Sensitivity” in Table 3.1.
3.5.2 Connectivity Requirements
While neighbors of nodes that lie on the route need to find routes to target nodes, it is not
necessary for such routes to be node-disjoint. In the case of a very low density network, where
we may have a single route from the source to the destination, the node along the route that
is close to M1 should be able to pick at least two neighbors that are on opposite sides of
the wormhole, that have different routes to the target node, and thus the wormhole can be
detected. Our protocol does not require a very highly connected network, as compared to
[4], to detect wormholes. In Section 3.9.3.4 we will show that DeWorm can still work with
networks that have an average node degree of around 2, although its effectiveness improves
with the node degree.
In [6, 5] researchers the nodes have to be uniformly and densely deployed so that the
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wormhole can be detected. DeWorm does not require any special topology or uniform distri-
butions. The node can have different low or high node degree and the nodes can be randomly
distributed. All of these cases will be tested and proven in the results section.
If a critical node (if this node is removed, the network will be partitioned) exists in the
route from S to D then DeWorm will work only if M1-M2 is closer to S than the critical node
by at least one hop. Otherwise, the neighbors of a node that is one hop from the critical
node along the route will not be able to find any route to the target node that avoids the
critical node. If critical nodes are few and don’t change in the network, one possible solution
to this issue is to use a protocol that can identify critical nodes [53, 54] a priori that will
cooperate with DeWorm. A critical node and the node just before it along the route will
then be exempt from using DeWorm.
3.5.3 Low Node Degree Modification
To maintain very high detection rates in sparse networks with extremely low node degree,
we suggest the following modification. The sender will inform his neighbors of not only the
target node, but also with the complete route to the destination. If a neighbor cannot find
a route to the target node, then it will try to find a route to the next hop that comes after
the target node along the route to the destination and so on. It will try all the nodes on
the route to the destination including the destination. When the neighbor finds a route it
informs the sender about the length of its route and it will also specify the target node of
this route. This will also help to resolve the situation when the wormhole is connecting two
separate (partitioned) networks. In this situation none of the neighboring nodes will succeed
to find any route to the target node or to any of the nodes along the route to the destination.
If this is the case then S can confidently assume that there is a wormhole that is connecting
two separate networks.
We have simulated the case where the destination is always chosen as the target node
and found that DeWorm performs equally well there. The route discovery from a neighbor
to the destination may however take more time than discovery of routes to a closer target
node.
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3.6 OTHER ISSUES
In this section we will discuss other issues related to the DeWorm protocol. It will be
shown that practically mobility will not have any impact on the detection performance of
DeWorm. We will also suggest a simple technique to improve the stability of DeWorm with
networks with high mobility. Moreover, we will present simple example of how DeWorm can
be integrated with some mobile ad hoc routing protocols.
3.6.1 DeWorm and Mobility
In this section we will start by estimating an approximation for the time delay with DeWorm
to detect a wormhole. We will start by estimating the time required by each sender along
the route to the destination to check for the wormhole. Each sender needs to broadcast a
message and in [55] the duration required to transmit a packet successfully was computed. In
[55] they used IEEE 802.11 with RTS/CTS and channel rate of 11Mbps. Their results show
that even for large packets of size 1000 Bytes, the delay will be less than 20 µS. Neighbors
need to find routes to the target node, which is on average 2 to 3 hops away. In fact all
the neighbors can simultaneously start finding their routes once they receive the broadcast
request from the sender. In [56] it was shown that route acquisition latency depends on the
length of the route. In this case the routes are all expected to be fairly short (2 or 3 hops)
except for neighbors of the node along the original route that is within the range of M1.
Thus the average delay in this case can be expected to be small. Consequently, we believe
that wormhole detection by DeWorm is efficient and reasonably quick.
Results in section 3.9.3 will show that DeWorm is not sensitive to changes in the con-
nectivity model (i.e., with quasi-UDG and asymmetric links). DeWorm was not tested for
mobile systems. However mobility will only have impact on the operation of DeWorm if
the topology changes rapidly resulting in new neighbors arriving around M2. This means
that between the time that the “sender” node discovers its neighbors and just before the
neighbors find their routes to the target node a new node moves and become within the
range of M2.
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Let us assume that the neighbors will find routes to the target nodes using some flood
routing technique. The routes are expected to be 2 to 3 hops, thus on average the process
of checking will require the time of sending 5 packets, which will roughly take 100 to 150
µS. Given that a node that is located at the border of the transmission range of M2 will be
required to move at least 5 to 10 meters to be considered within range. Thus practically it
is not possible for the neighbors list of the “sender” to be changed in 150 µS (average node
speeds in ad hoc network are 2 or 5 m/s).
Since mobility may change node locations and make routes little longer, then increasing
the sensitivity parameter will help DeWorm be more adaptive to handle mobility and reduce
the false positives. Another possible solution for the mobility problem is to use a technique
similar to the one presented in section 3.10.1 to prevent the smart wormhole attack. The idea
is to make the “sender” recheck his neighbors after he gets the routes from his neighbors to
the target node and ensure that the list did not change. The wormhole check does not require
a large overhead. Thus in a system with fast mobility, DeWorm can be used every time a
source wants to communicate with a destination and suspects that it may be communicating
through a wormhole.
3.6.2 DeWorm and Routing Protocols
So far we have not discussed using DeWorm with any specific routing protocol. A com-
prehensive survey of routing protocols for ad hoc networks is presented in [14]. DeWorm
is designed to be universal and work with any routing protocol. However, some proactive
routing protocols may provide useful and ready information that can be used by DeWorm.
For example, the information needed in steps 1 to 4 of DeWorm, described in Section 3.3,
may already be available in the routing table. If this information is fresh, then the nodes can
use it to find the shortest route to the target node that avoids the blacklisted neighborhood
nodes. This will reduce the overhead and delay with DeWorm. Other routing protocols may
need some modifications to work with DeWorm (e.g., those designed to provide nodes only
with the next hop that will deliver their packets to the destination and not the entire route).
The idea of finding routes that avoid blacklisted nodes have been used by other protocols
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proposed previously in the research literature [57]. Routing protocols are run on top of such
protocols to update and distribute the blacklist. Since we need the nodes to find routes to
the target node which is normally 2 or 3 hops away, a node can also simply broadcast its
request to its neighbors to find the shortest route to the target node that avoids certain
nodes. We used this simple broadcast approach in our performance evaluation in Section
3.9.1. Analysis in Section 3.9.1 and simulations in Section 3.9.3.7 show that the average
number of route acquisitions is small, which means broadcasting 2 or 3 messages to direct
neighbors to find the routes is not an expensive approach.
In DeWorm, the nodes on the route from the source to destination check for the existence
of a wormhole. This assumes that the source already knows all the nodes on the route to
the destination or at least the next two hops to the destination. However, some proactive
mobile ad hoc network routing protocols are designed to provide nodes only with the next
hop that will deliver their packets to the destination. The Destination Sequence Distance
Vector (DSDV) [58] which is based on the traditional Bellman-Ford algorithm is a common
proactive mobile ad hoc routing protocol. In DSDV the routing tables contain: an entry
that stores the next hop towards a destination, the cost metric for the routing path to the
destination and a destination sequence number that is created by the destination. This
means that the sender knows the next hop that will lead him to the destination. The sender
will have to ask the immediate next hop to provide him with his next hop node on the
route to the destination. Then the Sender can ask his one-hop neighbors to target that
node. Another solution is to ask all the one-hop neighbors to target the destination node
and provide the sender with the length of their routes. As mentioned previously, we have
tested, using simulations, a fixed target node for all nodes (we fixed the destination node as
the target) and the results showed that DeWorm can still work efficiently.
On the other hand, with Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [59] each node learns the
complete route information and uses caching technology to maintain them. With DeWorm,
if the sender node has the routing information to the destination available in its cache then
it will immediately inform its neighbors about the target node. Otherwise, if the routing
information is not available then the sender will send a route request and wait for a route
reply.
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3.7 WORMHOLE REMOVAL
In Chapter 4 we will propose a wormhole removal process. DeWorm can also adapt the
removal process so that it will not only detect the existence of wormholes in the route from
a source to a destination, it can also help prevent nodes from using the wormhole link. If
a node in DeWorm detects a wormhole then it will ask all its neighbors to use the removal
process with all their neighbors. In [4], a removal scheme was presented that could remove
legal links while removing all illegal links containing the wormhole.
3.8 SIMPLIFIED DEWORM
In this section we propose another version of DeWorm called Simplified DeWorm. It is more
suitable for applications (e.g., sensor networks) where we need to decrease the number of
nodes that are involved in wormhole detection. Such networks could be static and/or involve
nodes that employ management protocols (e.g., sleep) to control the energy consumption and
increase the lifetime of the network. In Simplified DeWorm we only change step number 4 of
the DeWorm protocol. Here, the sender will randomly pick a node from the list of one-hop
neighbors excluding the marked neighbors and the previous and next hops along the route.
The randomly picked node has to find a route that does not pass through any of the one-hop
neighbors of the sender. In order for the detection algorithm to work we need to ensure that
the randomly picked neighbor is not located on the other side of the wormhole (e.g., node B
should not randomly pick node 8 to compute a route to E). If so, the computed test route to
the destination will be short like the current route through the wormhole, and the wormhole
attack will not be detected.
When a node that is within the transmission range of M1 sends a “Hello” message, M1
will transmit it to M2, which will replay this message on the other side of the network.
Therefore the node will receive replies from nodes located on the other side of the network.
All these replies will also be replayed by the same transmitter M1. One can expect that the
signals of these replies will likely have very similar RSS values when received by the sender
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of the “Hello” message. This feature can be used to reduce the chance that the sender will
pick a node located near M2 to compute a route to the target node. The sender now excludes
nodes that replied with RSS values that are similar or those that are very close to the RSS
value of the node along the route. We have not evaluated what “similar” RSS means here
and this is beyond the scope of this work. Measurements of RSS values in 802.11 networks
show that they are approximately normally distributed [60] and although the RSS varies in
time, in a time period as large as 15 minutes, the average value of the RSS from a sender
is relatively stable. One possibility is to monitor the average RSS value over packets and
decide if two RSS values from two different nodes are similar. Of course there is a finite
probability that they are different.
The wormhole will have transceivers that can detect the signals at one side of the network
and transmit them at the other side of the network. In simplified DeWorm, we have assumed
that all the signals that are transmitted consecutively will have similar signal properties and
thus produce similar or very close average RSS values. Signals that have different RSS values
are thus assumed to be from different transmitters. If the transceiver of the wormhole can
send signals with different transmit powers, the protocol will not guarantee the detection of
a wormhole.
In any case, since nodes that determine the alternative routes are picked randomly, there
is a still a finite chance that the node is picked from the set of legitimate one-hop neighbors
that are located within the transmission range of the node, and not on the other side of the
wormhole. This probability can be increased if more than one neighbor is picked.
3.9 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
3.9.1 Overhead Analysis
Here we discuss the overhead resulting from the use of the DeWorm protocol. We employ a
model with given network specifications (such as: network size, number of nodes, and nodes’
transmission range) to determine the following: (i) The average number of packets that need
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to be broadcast by the sender nodes (these contain information about the target node and
the forbidden list of nodes). (ii) The number of route acquisitions performed by neighbor
nodes to the target node, which also equals the total number of replies (contains information
on the length of the route to the target node).
We start with the number of nodes that need to become “senders” to check for the
wormhole until it is detected. This equals the number of broadcast messages and this number
depends on the number of hops between the sender and the destination and the position of
the wormhole. Let us suppose that nodes are uniformly and randomly distributed in a square
area of size A2. Nodes can communicate directly if the distance between them is less than
the transmission range R. Let di,j be the distance between two nodes i and j. Let Ni,j be
the number of hops of the shortest path between nodes i and j. Then we have, as shown
in [21], the minimum number of nodes between the sender S and the destination D as:
NS,D ≥ dS,D/R and, NS,D = βdS,D/R, where 1 ≤ β ≤ 2. A proof is shown in [21].
Let M1 and M2 be the transceivers of the wormhole located somewhere between S and
D. The wormhole will be detected when the latest “sender” along the route is located within
M1’s range. In the best case M1 could be a neighbor of S and thus detected immediately. In
the worst case M1 could be two hops away from D (M2 is D’s neighbor – we assume that the
special case in Section 3.3 is identical to other cases but it requires a few extra messages).
Thus, on average, the number of “senders” that need to check for the wormhole will be:
NCheck = (βdS,D/R− 2)/2 = (βdS,D/2R)− 1
With a square area of size A2, the longest distance between S and D can be
√
2A. This
happens when the sender and destination are located at two opposite corners diagonally. The
maximum number of sender nodes that need to check for the wormhole before the wormhole
is detected NCheck is:
NCheck = (
√
2βA/2R)− 1 (3.1)
The probability of having k number of neighbors within the transmission range R of a node
can be derived as in [61]:
P (k) =
 N
k
 (piR2/A2)k(1− piR2/A2)N−k
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where N is the total number of nodes in the network. Thus the average number of neighbors
will be:
AVk =
∑
k · P (k) = N · pi ·R2/A2
The expected number of replies AVRep that each sender will receive will be equal to
average number of neighbors excluding the previous and the next hop along the route to the
destination node. The total number of replies and also the total number of route acquisitions
to the target node will be:
NCheck · AVRep = ((
√
2βA/2R)− 1) · (pi ·N · (R/A)2 − 2) (3.2)
For a given A, R, and N , the number of packets that need to be broadcast by sender
nodes is given by (3.1). We show that this is not a significant overhead in section 3.9.3.7.
Later in section 3.9.3.7 we will use the number of route acquisitions given by (3.2) with the
parameters of the simulated network and β = 1 and β = 1.5, to define a lower and upper
bound for the number of route acquisitions. This will be compared with the actual number
from simulations and shown to be a reasonably accurate.
3.9.2 Simulations
The effectiveness of our protocol to detect wormhole attacks is evaluated in this section using
extensive simulations. The important metrics for wormhole detection are: the percentage
of correct detection of the wormhole and the percentage of false positives. We evaluated
these metrics for various node distribution and connectivity models. We used distributions
and connectivity models similar to those used in [4]. In our simulations we considered two
connectivity models: the unit disk graph and the quasi-unit disk graph. Two different node
distribution models were used in the simulations: grid distribution with some perturbations
and random distribution. Finally, we studied the performance of our protocol in the case of
asymmetric links, again with different connectivity and node distribution models.
Connectivity and distribution models: The unit disk graph model (UDG) [52] is widely
used for studying ad-hoc networks. In this model the transmission range of nodes with
omni-directional antennas is modeled as a disk of unit radius. Links between a node and
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its neighbors will exist only if they fall within the disk. The UDG model does not really
represent reality because it does not consider the vagaries of radio propagation [52]. In the
Quasi-UDG model [52], a link between two nodes will exist if the distance between them is
less than αR, where R is the transmission range of the node and α is the quasi-UDG factor
(where, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1). We used α = 0.75 in our simulations. A link will not exist if the distance
(d) is greater than R. However, the existence of a link is not specified if αR ≤ d ≤ R, thus
for this case we assumed that the link will exist with probability (R− d)/(R− αR).
In our simulations we considered 144 nodes, distributed in a 1200m × 1200m square
area. To change the average node degree, the transmission range of the nodes was varied
from 120m to 160m. As we have discussed earlier and as shown later by the simulation
results, our protocol does not require high connectivity for good performance.
For the random node case, the coordinates of the nodes (xi, yi) for i = 1, 2, ...144 were
independently and randomly chosen in the range from 100 to 1200m using a uniform [100-
1200] random number generator. In the grid case, nodes are located in a perturbed 12× 12
grid. The coordinates of each node xi and yj were randomly chosen using uniform random
variables in the ranges (100i−p100, 100i+p100) and (100j−p100, 100j+p100), respectively,
where p is the perturbation parameter and i = 1, ...12 and j = 1, ...12 (in our simulation we
choose p = 0.2). After the nodes are distributed, the connectivity model (UDG, quasi-UDG)
and the transmission range determine the network topology.
To change the average node degree, the transmission range of the nodes was varied from
120m to 160m. After the nodes are arranged in the network according to the distributions
and connectivity models, the sender node is randomly chosen from the left-most nodes in the
network (nodes with x < 200) and the destination node is randomly chosen from the right-
most nodes (nodes with x > 1000). The wormhole is randomly created somewhere between
the sender and the receiver with a random length that is uniformly distributed between the
nodes’ maximum transmission range to little less than the distance between the source and
the destination.
For each combination of connectivity and distribution models and sensitivity parameter
values the simulation is repeated with different node distributions, sender-destination pairs,
and wormhole lengths and locations. The percentage of detection is the number of times
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DeWorm successfully detected the the wormhole out of the total number of times the simula-
tion was run (1000 times). We also measured the percentage of false positives, which occurs
when a node in the route to the destination that is not within transmission range of the
wormhole transceiver mistakenly detects a wormhole. Running and testing the effectiveness
of DeWorm only requires routing information. Since no other traffic is simulated, simulating
DeWorm in C is much faster compared to ns-2 or OPNET. Simulations were programmed
in C using routing and node distribution models from ns-2 and were run for more than 1000
times for each case with different node distribution and wormhole positions for each run.
3.9.3 Results
3.9.3.1 Method for Selecting the Route for Comparison In Section 4.3.1 we
discussed various possible methods for selecting the alternate route whose length L is used
by DeWorm to detect the wormhole. Table I shows the percentage of wormhole detection and
false positives for various selection methods: comparing the current route with the average
length of all routes, the longest route, and using the sensitivity parameter to eliminate the
longest routes, but compare with the next longest as described in Section 4.3.1. We show
the results for both grid like and randomly distributed networks and with UDG connectivity.
We only show the results for a sensitivity parameter of 3. The results show that using the
sensitivity parameter as described in Section 4.3.1 provides the best detection percentage
and a reasonable number of false positives. Thus in all our simulations we used this method
for selecting the route for comparison. The results show that using the longest route is a
very sensitive method that can efficiently detect the short wormholes. However, it causes a
high number of false positives, especially in random networks. This is because it will pick
the longest route from a neighbor to the target node, which could be 2 or more hops longer
than other routes that avoid the wormhole.
3.9.3.2 Detection and False Positives In this section we will show the percentage
of detection and false positive for the DeWrom protocol, which are the most important
metrics for any wormhole detection protocol. The network is simulated in this section with
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Grid Random
Detection False positives Detection False positives
Average 98.5 0.1 98.2 0.31
Sensitivity 99.63 0.4 99.65 1.42
Longest 100 1.65 99.7655 8.9
Table 3.1: Comparison of route selection method
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Figure 3.4: DeWorm Detection with UDG
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symmetric links and with two connectivity models: UDG and Quasi-UDG.
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Figure 3.5: DeWorm Detection with Quasi-UDG
Figure 3.4 shows the percentage of wormhole detection with DeWorm for a grid dis-
tributed network with p = 0.2 and randomly distributed networks, with various values of
sensitivity parameter. We see excellent results for both distribution models. In both cases,
the detection is almost 100% for sensitivity parameter values of 2 and 3. Almost no false
positives occurred. Figure 3.5 is similar to Figure 3.4 but with Quasi-UDG connectivity
model. The results show that the percentage of detection is effeceted and DeWorm can still
detect wormholes effectively with network with Quasi-UDG connectivey models.
Figure 3.6 shows the percentage of false positives for grid and randomly distributed net-
works with UDG connectivity. With a sensitivity parameter of 3, there are very low number
of false positives. However, in the random distribution case, the effect of the sensitivity
parameter is more significant (higher false positives for a sensitivity of 2). This is due to the
randomization in the node distribution. Thus the routes from the neighboring nodes may
be longer than the direct route, with the difference being greater than a small sensitivity
parameter. This will result in more false positives. Figure 3.7 is similar to Figure 3.6 but
with Quasi-UDG connectivity model.
From the results in this section it can be observed that as we increase the sensitivity
parameter, the percentage of false positives decreases. The increase in the sensitivity param-
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Figure 3.7: DeWorm False Positives with Quasi-UDG
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eter will however reduce the detection rate of short wormholes. Nevertheless, the results are
very positive. Using Quasi-UDG will have a small impact on the results. This is because the
nodes will be reaching less neighbors with the Quasi-UDG and thus may find longer routes
to the target nodes causing false positives.
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Figure 3.8: DeWorm Detection with Asymmetric UDG
3.9.3.3 The effect of Asymmetric links We use an asymmetric link model similar
to the one in [62]. The transmission range of a node is determined by the power level of
the node. Nodes are classified into high power nodes with maximum transmission range,
and low power nodes with minimum transmission range (equal to half the maximum range).
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the percentage of wormhole detection with UDG and Quasi-UDG
and asymmetric links for grid-like and randomly distributed nodes, respectively.
Like the symmetric case, with sensitivity parameters of 2 and 3, the wormhole detection
is almost 100%. DeWorm is thus capable to detect womrmholes even in the presence of
asymmetric links.
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the percentage of false positives of DeWorm with UDG and
Quasi-UDG and asymmetric links for grid-like and randomly distributed nodes, respectively.
Compared to the symmetric links, results with asymmetric links the percentage of false
positives is slightly increased. This is because with asymmetric links some nodes will have
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Figure 3.9: DeWorm Detection with Asymmetric Quasi-UDG
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Figure 3.10: DeWorm False Positives with Asymmetric UDG
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a short transmission range and could not reach many neighbors. Thus they may have long
routes to the target node causing false positives.
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Figure 3.11: DeWorm False Positives with AsymmetricQuasi- UDG
In our simulations, 50% of the nodes randomly have half the transmission range. How-
ever, we had to increase the transmission range by a small margin to maintain connectivity
in this case. In the literature there is no clear definition of the node degree for networks with
asymmetric links.
3.9.3.4 The effect of average node degree The protocol in [4] requires a node degree
greater than 7 to achieve a 100% detection rate with random node distribution. Our protocol
does not require such a large node degree for similar performance. Figures 3.12 and 3.12
show the detection percentage and percentage of false positives for various node degrees
with grid and random node distributions, respectively. In the simulations, the average node
degree was changed by changing the transmission range of the nodes and by changing the
network size. The larger the transmission range and the smaller the network size the higher
is the node degree. Increasing the node degree by more than 5 makes no difference in the
detection/false positive percentages (for this reason, in the other results, we use a fixed node
degree of 5 and 6).
The results show that DeWorm will still work for a low average node degree and achieves
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Figure 3.13: Impact of node degree on the Detection of DeWorm
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excellent detection rates. However, the percentage of false positives is high for node degrees
less than 4. The underlying reason for this is that fewer links are available between the
nodes, and thus, the routes from the neighboring nodes may take physically circuitous paths
and result in much longer routes (in terms of hops) to the target node. In Figure 3.12, we
only show the detection probabilities for average node degrees higher than 3.7 for random
node distribution. The reason is that for node degrees less than 3.7, the network will not
have enough connectivity and sometimes the neighboring nodes will not have routes to the
target node.
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Figure 3.14: simplified DeWorm
3.9.3.5 Simplified DeWorm Simplified DeWorm was simulated to evaluate its perfor-
mance. The route to target node was compared with the length of the route delivered by
a randomly picked neighbor after excluding marked nodes. We do not simulate the RSS
values, but automatically include neighbors on M2’s side of the wormhole in the marked list.
Figure 3.14 shows the percentage of detection and false positives with simplified DeWorm.
For brevity, we only show one case for a grid distribution and with UDG and Quasi-UDG
connectivity models with symmetric links. Simplified DeWorm performs as efficiently as
DeWorm. We expect it to perform well under other scenarios as well.
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Wormhole length 1.5R 2.0R 2.5R 3.0R 3.5R 4.0R
detection-Grid 94.0 99.48 100 100 100 100
detection-Random 80.3 89.22 93.1 98.55 99.56 100
Table 3.2: Impact of wormhole length
3.9.3.6 The Impact of Wormhole length We tested DeWorm with different wormhole
lengths. We ran 1000 simulations with Q-UDG, symmetric links, R = 150m, η = 2, and for
both grid and random topologies. The results in Table 3.2 show that DeWorm can detect
short wormholes (1.5R) nearly 95% of the time for grid and 80% of the time for random
topologies.
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Figure 3.15: Number of route acquisitions
3.9.3.7 Overhead Figure 3.15 shows the total number of route acquisitions with differ-
ent R. We used (3.2) with A = 1200m, N = 144, and R was varied from 125m to 155m. We
chose β = 1 and β = 1.5 to obtain the lower and upper bounds for the total number of route
acquisitions, respectively. In the simulations, we considered the grid-like distributed nodes
case with the UDG connectivity model. We averaged the total number of route acquisitions
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for 1000 runs. The results falls between the lower and upper bounds from (3.2) verifying its
accuracy. The number of route acquisitions increase as the transmission range is increased
because the number of neighbors of the node increases. Thus, more nodes will send route
acquisitions to the target node. Our simulations also showed that for R = 135 the average
number of messages that need to be broadcast is 3.5. Using the same parameters in equation
(3.1) will result in 3 and 5 as the lower and upper bounds for the number of messages that
need to be broadcast. All of these numbers are small and thus DeWorm needs very minimal
overhead especially as it is used only on demand.
3.9.4 Comparisons to other detection protocols
Here, we will mainly focus on protocols that do not use location information, time mea-
surements, or special hardware. The detection method in [4] only relies on connectivity
information. As we discussed earlier, we used the exact same setup and models that were
used in [4]. However, their approach does not rapidly adapt to topology changes and it is
more suitable for a static network. Their approach requires a high degree of connectivity
to achieve good performance, especially in the case of random distributions of nodes. For
example, for random node distribution and quasi-UDG connectivity model, results in [4] for
an average node degree around 4 showed that the detection percentage was between 50-65%.
This can be compared to 99.1% detection using DeWorm for a similar case. Also we have
high detection rates for lower node degrees (99.15% for average node degree of 2.5 with grid,
and 98.27% for an average node degree of 3.6 with random node distributions).
3.10 OTHER WORMHOLE ATTACKS
In this section we will propose two wormhole attacks: the smart wormhole attack and the
multiple wormholes attack. We will show that the DeWorm protocol in its current state is
not able to detect these attacks. Thus, we will propose a minor modification on the DeWorm
protocol to detect these advanced wormhole attacks.
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3.10.1 The Smart Wormhole Attack
It is possible that transceivers M1 and M2 are so advanced that they can advertise different
neighboring list for nodes in their vicinity. This attack is beyond the known wormhole attack
addressed in the literature [29, 27]. We call this new attack the smart wormhole attack.
Let us suppose that transceivers M1 and M2 can now filter nodes they allow to connect
through the wormhole link and select nodes either randomly or in an intelligent manner
with time. They can accomplish this by changing their transmission/reception range (this
will limit or increase the number of nodes covered by the wormhole transceivers) or by
selectively picking “hello” messages and replies to relay. Thus when M1 receives “hello”
messages from nodes within its transmission range, M2 will selectively decide which ones to
replay to its neighbors. Also M1 will selectively decide which replies to broadcast for each
“hello” message. The idea is not to advertise all the nodes that are within M2’s transmission
range and hide some of them. Thus, these nodes will be excluded in the list of nodes that
a “sender” will send to his neighbors to exclude in their routes to the target node. Later,
when the neighbors try to find a route to the target, M1 can advertise one of the previously
hidden nodes as a neighbor with a short legal route to the destination. This may deceive
the DeWorm protocol.
The smart wormhole attack is also capable of thwarting other wormhole detection proto-
cols. For example, if the detection protocol in [4] is used, then the wormhole can adjust its
transmission range to cover only one node. In this case there will not be sufficient numbers
of independent neighbors to detect the wormhole attack. This limitation of [4] was also
discussed in [37].
We suggest a minor modification so that this cannot thwart DeWorm. The “hello”
messages are encrypted so that M1 and M2 will not know which node sent the “hello”
message. This will prevent the situation where M1 and M2 can collaborate to selectively
decide to hide and advertise messages from a specific neighbor. The sender node can try to
find his one-hop neighbors again immediately after he receives the route information from
his one-hop neighbors. If the list is changed, then the sender will broadcast the new list also
to incorporate this information during execution of DeWorm. With this action the wormhole
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transceivers will be prevented from advertising different neighbors to the neighbors of a node.
Thus, cannot deceive the DeWorm protocol. It is also possible to make the neighbors not
only reply to the sender node with the length of their routes to the target node, but also
with the nodes they used to reach the target node. The sender will recheck its neighbors to
see if new nodes have been added to its neighbors list then it has to ensure that none of the
new nodes is used by its neighbors to reach the target node. Otherwise, the sender will ask
the neighbor that that used a new node to find a new route avoiding the new neighbors in
the list.
3.10.2 The Multiple Wormholes Attack
We also discuss the multiple wormhole attack here. In this case the attacker will deploy
multiple pairs of transceivers to form multiple wormhole links. Implementing this attack is
easier than the smart wormhole as it does not require advanced transceivers. The goal of
the attacker here is have the neighbors of the node go through the second wormhole even as
they avoid the first wormhole.
An example of a multiple wormhole attack is shown in Figure 3.16. Note that the
transceivers of the wormholes cannot overlap, otherwise nodes in their range will be included
in the neighboring list and will be avoided. That is, the two wormholes will present a single
wormhole with an extended transceiver’s range. In this example, node A will ask its neighbors
nodes K, N , D, X, and F to find routes to the target node T . At least nodes K, N and D
are supposed to find long routes as they have to void nodes X, F and B. Note that nodes
P and Z are within the range of the blue wormhole and not the red wormhole. Thus, they
will not be avoided by the neighbors of node A. For example, node K will only avoid the
red wormhole but not the blue wormhole. The question now is whether DeWorm can still
detect the existence of a wormhole? A route from a neighbor of node A, node K, will at
least require the following nodes to work:
1. A node (O in this example) that will reach a node that can connect a node from one
wormhole transceiver range (M1) to another node from the other wormhole transceiver
range (M3).
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Figure 3.16: Parallel Wormhole Example
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2. A node that is within the range of the transceiver M3, node P in this example.
3. A node that is within the range of the other side of the wormhole M4, node Z in this
example.
4. A node that is outside the other side of M4 range, node C in this example.
Thus, a route that will avoid the red wormhole and go through the blue wormhole will be
at least 4 hops longer than than the direct route. Consequently, DeWrom with a sensitivity
parameter ≤ 4 will be able to detect any multiple wormhole attack. In order to avoid the
situation where the intermediate node is not needed and a node that is within M1’s range
directly communicates with a node within M2’s range the neighbors of the “sender” must
also use the DeWrom protocol to reach the target node. In Chapter 4 a network with two
wormholes and with multi-end wormhole will be simulated and tested.
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4.0 SECURE NEIGHBORHOOD CREATION
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Nodes in ad hoc networks try to discover their neighbors simply by broadcasting a neighbor
discovery request. Each node that hears the request responds with a neighbor discovery reply.
An adversary may try to thwart neighborhood discovery to disrupt the network operation
by (a) preventing two neighbors from discovering each other by jamming or (b) creating a
“neighbor relationship” between nodes that are not really in range of each other. The latter
can be accomplished by spoofing neighbor discovery messages or by installing wormholes in
the network. Cryptographic techniques (authentication and encryption) can often prevent
the adversary from messing with the discovery messages. Wormhole attacks, considered here,
cannot be addressed using cryptography. Jamming attacks are not considered in this work.
As discussed in the previous chapters an adversary can easily construct a wormhole by
simply copying all packets (signals) from one location (near M1) in the network and replaying
them at another location (near M2) that is located several hops away. Then all the replies and
packets (signals) from the location near M2 will also be captured and replayed at the location
near M1. Since the adversary can capture the signals or bits, cryptographic techniques will
not help to prevent or detect this malicious behavior. As a result of this attack, nodes
(from 1 to m1) that are located in M1’s area will believe that they are neighbors to nodes
(from 1 to m2) that are located in M2’s area. Obviously, this will impact the operation of
a neighborhood creation protocol. This can logically be seen as a single two-end wormhole,
but physically it has created 2×m1 ×m2 bogus links between nodes in the network. Note
that a node A near M1 will believe it is a neighbor of node B near M2 and vice versa. It is
not sufficient to flag the link from node A to node B as bogus. It is also necessary to flag
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the link from node B to node A as bogus. Otherwise, node B may continue to assume that
node A is its real neighbor.
A short survey of neighborhood discovery in ad hoc networks in provided in [37]. This
paper also provides definitions of neighborhood types and neighborhood discovery protocols.
In this paper, the authors conclude that securing neighborhood discovery is a difficult and
open problem. The proposed protocols described in Chapter 2 require that the detection
protocol be applied between all nodes and all the their neighbors to to detect the existence of
a wormhole. In large networks with high node degrees, this will cause a significant overhead
and delay.
Detection Process
Initial 
Detection
Mutual 
Detection
Cooperation and 
Control
Removal Process
Initial 
Removal
Mutual 
Removal
Figure 4.1: Secure Neighbor Creation Protocol
In this chapter we propose a secure neighborhood creation protocol that can securely
discover the neighbors of a node in mobile ad hoc network by first detecting wormholes, if
they exist, and then removing bogus direct links between nodes. Compared to other secure
neighbor verification or discovery protocols, our protocol is simple, localized, and needs no
special hardware, localization, or synchronization. The protocol can also detect and remove
multiple two-ended and multi-ended wormholes.
We describe the secure neighborhood creation protocol at a high level. As shown in Fig-
ure 4.1, the proposed secure neighborhood creation protocol consists of two main processes:
the detection process and the removal process. The detection process itself incudes three
operations: initial detection, mutual detection, and co-operation & control rules. The ini-
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tial detection operation, will provide near 100% detection for different types of wormholes,
but unfortunately also results in a high number of false positives. The mutual detection
operation, will enhance the performance of the initial detection by still maintaining a high
detection rate of wormholes but significantly reduces the number of false positives. The
co-operation and control rules will control the use of the previous two stages (instead of
having all nodes applying initial detection to all their neighbors, this stage will define the
rules that each node will follow) and will reduce the overall overhead significantly. However,
the process still maintains the high detection rate and results in a very few number of false
positives.
The second process in the secure neighbor creation protocol is the removal process. This
process is the most complicated stage and depends on the results produced by the previous
stage. It consists of two operations: initial removal and mutual removal. If there are no
wormholes existing in the network, the removal process is supposed to not remove any link
by mistake. However, if there is a wormhole then it must successfully remove all links
between nodes connected using the wormhole. The mutual removal operation will enhance
the performance of the initial removal operation by reducing the number of links removed
by mistake.
To our knowledge this is the first protocol that provides co-operation rules between
neighboring nodes to reduce the overhead that may be caused if all nodes in the network
need to verify all their neighbors. Also this is the first protocol that can provide 100%
removal of all the wormhole links and only remove very few, if any, legal links.
Our simulations and analysis show that the proposed protocol can successfully detect
and remove all wormhole links. Very few false positives will occur and very few legal links
will be removed by mistake. The cost, as will be evaluated, is very low overhead measured
by the number of route acquisitions.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. At first we will start with a detailed
description of all the processes and operations of the secure neighbor creation protocol. This
will be followed by a discussion of some related issues for the proposed protocol. Finally, a
comprehensive evaluation using simulations will be presented.
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4.2 SECURE NEIGHBORHOOD CREATION PROTOCOL
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Figure 4.2: Neighborhood Creation Problem
Figure 4.2 shows a network with a wormhole connecting two sides of the network. All the
nodes that are inside the two red circles (with dashed perimeters) are connected and they are
not aware of this fact. In the example shown in Figure 4.2, node A will try to discover its one
hop neighbors. Node A will not only receive replies from its actual one hop neighbors, nodes
C and D, located inside the green circle, but also will receive replies from nodes B, F , and X
connected by the wormhole. In this case the operation of the neighborhood creation protocol
iss disrupted and nodes A, E, and D are fooled into believing that they are neighbors of
nodes B, F , and X, and vice versa. The main goal of any secure neighbor discovery protocol
is to detect the existence of the wormhole and if possible remove all of the fake links created
by the wormhole. In fact the removal process is complicated as it must not remove legal
links – for example links A− C and A−D must not be removed.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the proposed secure neighborhood creation protocol consists of
two main processes: the detection process and the removal process. The goal of the detection
process is only to detect the existence of a wormhole in the vicinity of a node checking for
it. For example, node A may detect that there is a wormhole connecting it with one or
more neighbors. This process is not responsible of pinpointing the bogus links created by
the wormhole. The result of the detection process will feed into the removal process. Only
if something fishy is detected by the detection process, then the removal process will be
employed. This implies that the detection process must almost always detect wormholes,
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if they exist. Otherwise wormhole links may not be removed. Also, the detection process
must produce few, if any, false positives. A large number of false positives increases the
overhead as more unnecessary removal processes will be applied. This may also increase
the percentage of mistakenly removed legal links. In order to successfully remove all the
wormhole links, the removal process must be used by all nodes located within the range of
the wormhole – these are the nodes inside the two red circles in Figure 4.2.
4.2.1 The Detection Process
The detection process consists of three main operations: initial detection, mutual detection,
and cooperation and control rules. The initial detection operation is basically a modified
version of the DeWorm protocol, described in the previous chapter. In this case a node
wants to check if a neighbor is “real” or reached through a wormhole or whether the node
itself is in the vicinity of the wormhole. By “real”, we mean that the neighbor is actually
located within the node’s transmission range. A neighbor may be a “real” neighbor, yet
be in the vicinity of a wormhole transceiver. The detection process does not distinguish
between such nodes and nodes that are reached through a wormhole. The removal process
is responsible for that step. In this section the network model will be first described, then
the initial detection operation, the mutual detection operation, and the co-operation and
control rules will all be presented both briefly and with details.
4.2.1.1 Network Model and Notation We will start by describing the network and
the attack model used. Consider an arbitrary ad hoc or sensor network consisting of n nodes
represented by the ordered set Q. Let the set of one-hop neighbors of a node A be NA,
that is NA = {A1, A2, ...AkA}, where kA is the number of neighbor replies received by node
A. The wormhole equipment M1 ↔ M2 is defined as two extra nodes M1 and M2 that are
not part of the network, i.e., not elements of Q. Here we assume a closed wormhole where
M1 and M2 are not visible to their neighbors (i.e., they do not advertise their node IDs
or MAC addresses) and that the wormhole is an out-of-band physical layer wormhole that
uses a high speed link to connect M1 and M2. Detecting such wormholes is considered to
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be extremely difficult [31]. The set of one-hop neighbors of M1 and M2 will be NM1 and
NM2 , respectively. Note that by definition, every node in NM1 is connected to all the nodes
in NM2 via the wormhole and vice versa. Thus NA, the one-hop neighbor set of node A
includes nodes both within transmission range and on the other side of the wormhole if A is
in the transmission range of the wormhole. Let NˆA be the set of “true” one hop neighbors
of A. Then N∗A = NA − NˆA will be the set of nodes that are not true neighbors of A.
Clearly, N∗A = NM2 . With reference to Figure 4.10, NA = {B,C,D, F} and NˆA = {C,D}
and N∗A = {F,B} (Type 1 neighbors). The set NˆA comprises of nodes that may also belong
to NM1 – these are called Type 2 neighbors (e.g., D) and nodes that are not in NM1 like C
that are called Type 3 neighbors. Let the route from any node X to any node Y be RX−Y
and |RX−Y | be the length of the route in number of hops. For the discussion in this section
we will assume the existence of a single two-end wormhole.
4.2.1.2 Initial Detection Operation Node A will first determine if it is in the vicinity
(within the transmission range) of a wormhole. The process used here is similar to that
described in Chapter 3. The basic idea here is as follows. If node A is in the vicinity of a
wormhole, one or more nodes in NA will be on the other side of the wormhole. Suppose that
B ∈ N∗A is not a true neighbor of A and that the wormhole is η hops long. If a node X ∈ NˆA
were to find a route to some neighbor of B that is not a neighbor of A (called the target T )
avoiding all nodes ∈ N∗A, such a route must be at least η hops long (since a route that goes
through the wormhole has to include some node in N∗A = NM2 , the wormhole is avoided and
the alternate route must be at least as long as the wormhole itself). Implementing this idea
is not trivial since node A does not know the composition of N∗A. So node X avoids using all
nodes in NA which will include all nodes in N
∗
A. But X itself may be part of N
∗
A making it
necessary for all nodes in NA to repeat this process. Further, if T ∈ NM1 , it could be closer
to A than B. All of these are taken into account in the algorithm to detect existence of a
wormhole shown in Figure 4.3. A detailed description of all the steps with some discussion
is presented next.
Step(1): Node A will discover its one-hop neighbors by broadcasting a “hello” message.
Cryptographic techniques (e.g., authentication) are used to prevent malicious nodes from
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Detection(A,B)
1. A finds NA
2. B sends NB to A
3. A chooses T ∈ {NB −NA}
4. ∀X ∈ NA, X finds RX−T : NB ∪NA 6⊂ RX−T and |RX−T | > 1
5. ∀X ∈ NA, X sends |RX−T | to A
6. A determines Select(RX−T ) and computes |RS−T |
7. If |RS−T | > η + 3 then A assumes B is connected to it through a wormhole
Figure 4.3: The Initial Detection Algorithm
sending fake replies.
Step(2): Node A receives replies from its neighbors and verifies their authenticity. Neighbors
could be elements of NˆA or N
∗
A
Step(3): Node A wishes to determine if B is a true neighbor. A asks B to provide its one-hop
neighbor list NB. We refer to B as the neighbor under examination.
Step(4): Node A picks some node ∈ NB −NA and marks it as the target node T .
Step(5): Node A will ask all its one-hop neighbors (real and purported) to find the shortest
route to T . Those routes must: (i) cannot be direct (must pass through another node) and
(ii) avoid the one-hop neighbors of both A and B.
Step(6): Nodes in NA reply to A with the length of their shortest routes to the target node
T .
Step(7): Node A employs Select(route) (see Figure 4.4) to select a route that will be compared
with the wormhole route (the wormhole route should be 3 hops – from the neighbor of A
to A, from A to B and from B to T ). Using Select(route) eliminates extremely long route
outliers while ensuring that a route that is η hops longer than the wormhole route is not
missed.
Step(8): If the difference between the length of the selected route and the wormhole route
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is greater than the wormhole length η then the neighbor under examination is connected by
a wormhole link.
Select(RX−T )
1. ∀X ∈ NA − {B}
sort |RX−T | from longest to shortest
RX−T L is longest, RX−T 1 is shortest
2. RS−T = RX−T L
3. for(i = 1, i < L, i+ +)
{ if(∣∣Rx−T L −Rx−T L−i∣∣ ≤ η)
then RS−T = RX−T L−i
else break }
Figure 4.4: The Route Selection Algorithm
Selection of Route: The algorithm used by node A to find RS−T is Select(RX−T ) and
shown in Fig. 4.4. This is similar to the algorithm presented in Chapter 3. Node A creates
a sorted list of route lengths from its neighbors to T (excluding replies from neighbors that
do not have routes to the target node). Node A picks a route that is smaller than the
longest route by not more than η if it exists. Otherwise the longest route is picked. It is the
length of the picked route that is used to determine the existence of the wormhole. We have
tested other methods for Select(RX−T ). Using the longest route has a better detection rate
especially for short wormholes but increases the percentage of false positives for randomly
distributed networks. Using the average length of all routes reduced false positives but also
reduced the detection percentage. The method in Fig. 4.4 provides the best performance.
Selection of η: The value of η is not known a priori, but while implementing security in
the network, the administrative entity can decide what it should be. Typically, longer the
wormhole is, greater is the damage. With η = 2 even short wormholes (2 hops) can be
detected. However, the simulation results will show that the number of false positives will
be high. Using η ≥ 3 reduces false positives but short wormholes (less than 3 hops) may
escape detection. η = 2 or 3 provides the best tradeoff between detection rate and false
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Figure 4.5: Detection Operation without Wormhole
positives.
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Figure 4.6: Detection Operation with Wormhole - case 1
No Wormhole: In the example in Fig. 4.5 nodes A and B are real neighbors – there is no
wormhole in this case. Node A wants to check if node B is a real neighbor. Node A picks
node F as the target node and asks its neighbors C, D, and X to find routes to node F . The
lengths of these routes will be 4, 2, and 5 hops. Note that the nodes have to avoid the one
hop neighbors of nodes A and B in their routes to F . Node A will select one of these routes
(for now let us assume it is the longest one of 5 hops). The route from X to F through A
will be 3 hops. If 5− 3 < η then node A will decide that node B is a real neighbor. In some
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cases, |RX−T | − 3 ≥ η if the topology is sparse and there is a false positive.
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Figure 4.7: Detection Operation with Wormhole - case 2
With Wormhole: Cases where nodes A and B are connected with a wormhole are shown
in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7. In Fig. 4.6, A ∈ NM1 and it has at least one neighbor B ∈ NM2 .
The target node must be a neighbor of B but not of A. Thus, there are two possibilities for
the target node in this case. An example of the first is node F ∈ NˆB − NM2 in Fig. 4.6.
Neighbors of A avoid other nodes in NA and all nodes in NB when they try to reach F .
Since all nodes in NM2 are included in NA and all nodes in NM1 are included in NB, all the
wormhole links will be avoided. True neighbors of A will have routes to F that are longer
than 3 hops by at least η and the wormhole will be detected. For instance, node D, which
is a true neighbor of node A cannot use nodes B or X to reach the target node F and will
use the long route shown in Fig. 4.6. In the second case, the target node is an element of
NM1 but outside the range of A (e.g., node E in Fig. 4.7). In this case, true neighbors of A
will find short routes to E, but purported neighbors ∈ NM2 will have long routes to E (e.g.,
node X is Fig. 4.7). To conclude, in either case, some neighbor of A will report a route
whose length exceeds 3 + η and the wormhole is detected.
In the next section we present approaches to reduce false positives and to reduce the
overall number of checks that must be performed between supposed neighbors in the network.
4.2.1.3 Mutual Detection Operation False positives can occur in two ways - first
when there is no wormhole and the topology is sparse resulting a long route to the target
and second when node A tries to check for the existence of a wormhole between itself and
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a Type 3 neighbor (see Fig. 4.10). In the latter case, nodes ∈ N∗A will find long routes to
a Type 3 neighbor. As already mentioned, at this point, simply using the detection scheme
will not enable distinguishing between Type 1 and Type 2 neighbors.
We have found that mutual detection (i.e., A checking if B is a true neighbor and B
checking if A is a true neighbor) reduces the percentage of false positives significantly. A
wormhole will be suspected to exist if and only if both A and B discover their links to be
connected through a wormhole. When there is no wormhole, the target nodes for nodes A
and B (see Fig. 4.5) when they perform mutual checks will be different. In most cases, even if
A marks node B as connected through a wormhole, B will not or vice versa. Of course there
will still be topologies where both A and B will still flag each other as connected through
a wormhole, but this fraction is an order of magnitude smaller as shown in Section IV. For
instance, if Pf+ve ≤ 10% is the probability of false positive to accur when the initial detection
operation is used then using the mutual detection principal may reduce the probability of
false positive to Pf+ve
2 that is ≤ 1%. Similarly, even if node A in Fig. 4.10 flags node C,
node C will not flag node A as it has no neighbors ∈ NM2 . Thus false positives are reduced
and Type 3 neighbors correctly identified.
4.2.1.4 Co-operation and Control Rules The question here is whether we need every
node in the network to check all its neighbors or is it possible to exempt some nodes from
applying the initial detection process. Having every node check all its neighbors will cause
a large overhead and delay, especially with dense networks with high average node degree.
We will start by discussing simple possible approaches that could be used by any secure
neighbor discovery protocol to reduce the overhead and show why these approaches will not
work for all cases. Then we will present a set of co-operation and control rules that make use
of the special characteristics of the detection operation to significantly reduce the overhead
and improve the protocol scalability.
A simple approach to reduce overhead could be to exempt one hop neighbors of each
node that used the initial detection operation from checking their neighbors if no wormhole
was detected. This approach could work if the wormhole is connecting more than one node
from one side of the network with node(s) at the other side, similar to the example shown
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Figure 4.8: Wormhole Connecting Single Nodes
in Figure 4.2. In such a case case, the probability of not detecting the existence of the
wormhole is very small. On the contrary, if the wormhole is connecting exactly one node
with another node located several hops away, as in the example shown in Figure 4.8, then
this approach will not guarantee the detection of the wormhole. This is because the nodes
that are connected using the wormhole – nodes A and B – may now be exempt from using
the detection process, as one of their neighbors that is not within the wormhole range could
have already used the detection operation. In our example, Figure 4.8, the wormhole will
only be detected if either node A or B used the initial detection operation. Note that, their
one hop neighbors and other nodes will be indirectly using the wormhole and are unable to
detect the existence of the wormhole.
Another question is whether each node needs to check all of its neighbors or it can
exclude checking some of its one hop neighbors. An approach that will reduce the number
of nodes that need to check their neighbors is to exempt a node that is checked by any of
its one-hop neighbors from being checked by its other one-hop neighbors. Let us suppose
that a node is checked by one of its one-hop neighbors that is located within its transmission
range but not within the transmission range of any of the wormhole transceivers (Type 3
neighbor). Then this neighbor will not detect the existence of the wormhole (which is true,
as no wormhole is connecting it with the node). In this case, if this node was the first
to apply the initial detection then none of the one hop neighbors that are located within
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the wormhole transceivers’ range will check this node and thus the wormhole will not be
detected.
More specifically, this approach will not successfully detect the wormhole that is shown
in Figure 4.8 because of the mutual detection operation. In the example shown in Figure
4.8 if node B is checked by node F , which is one of its one hop neighbors, then node A will
not check for a wormhole linking it to node B. Similarly, if node D checked node A for a
wormhole link, then node B will not check node A, hence the wormhole will not be detected.
Note that node A will detect something when it uses the initial detection operation to check
node D. This is because when it asks node B to find a route to the target node, then node
B cannot use node A in its route and will have a long route to reach node D. However, node
D will not detect anything when it checks node A, because all its neighbors are on the same
side as node A. Hence, the mutual detection condition operation will not be satisfied and
the wormhole will not be detected.
In summary, neither one of the previous two approaches will guarantee detection for all
cases. We have only shown one case where these approaches do not work. However there
are other cases for which the approaches will not work as well.
To overcome all the issues that were discussed in this section we present simple rules
that will ensure the detection of the wormhole in most cases. The rules should still be
localized, which means they should only use information observed by the node or one of its
one-hop neighbors. Without any formal proof, we argue that the following are simple rules
for checking for existence of wormholes that eliminate a large number of unnecessary checks
as verified by simulations.
1. If node A checks its link with node B and no wormhole is discovered, node B need not
check its link with node A.
2. If node A checks its link with node B and a wormhole is discovered, node B must check
its link with node A. This ensures that false positives are reduced as discussed previously.
3. If node A has checked its link to node B and vice versa, no wormhole is discovered, and
any node C is a neighbor of both A and B, nodes A and B need not check their links
with node C, and vice-versa.
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A node that is involved in a mutual detection may expect any or all of the following:
• The node will also be involved in some mutual detection with other one hop neighbors.
• Some of the one-hop neighbors of the node will also either detect or be involved in a
mutual detection with the same neighbor and/or other one-hop neighbors.
These observations from the one-hop neighbors are useful to confirm the nodes’ detection
decision, especially if the wormhole is connecting two or more nodes with two or more nodes.
However, because of the possibility of the special case shown in Figure 4.8, the the
absence of any detection from the one-hop neighbors of any node will not rule out the
mutual detection incidence. According to the above rules, node A in Figure 4.8 does not
have a neighbor that is common to node B. Also node B does not have a neighbor that is
common to node A. This implies that, according to the rules of the co-operation and control
operation, either node A or B will have to check one another and hence the wormhole will
be detected.
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Figure 4.9: Wormhole Connecting Single Node with Two nodes
However, one may expect the situation shown in Fig. 4.9 to be problematic, where node A
has two neighbors X and B ∈ N∗A. What if X checks its link with B and finds no wormhole?
One of the characteristics of the detection process is that it cannot distinguish between Type
1 and Type 2 neighbors. Since both A and B are neighbors of X, when X checks its link
with B, it will ask A to find a route to a target node (say G) and this will reveal the presence
of the wormhole.
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Applying the rules described in this section will significantly reduce the number of initial
detection operations that must be performed by nodes to their one-hop neighbors. Obviously
many nodes will not need to apply the detection operation as all their neighbors may have
been checked by other common neighbors. Later our simulations and analysis will show
that the number of initial detection processes can be reduced by up to 80% compared to
the case where all the nodes needs to check all their one-hop neighbors. This will also
drastically reduce the overhead caused by the overall network detection process. If nodes
in the network are having different energy level then the co-operation and control operation
could be enhanced to increase the network life time. This could be acheived by making
the nodes with higher evergy level check their neighbors before others. This will reduce or
eleminate the involvment of low energy nodes in the detection operation as to save their
energy.
4.2.2 Removal Process
Detecting the existence of wormholes in the network is an important step. However, another
crucial process is to remove the links created by the wormhole. Note that a wormhole
that connects m1 nodes ∈ NM1 with m2 nodes ∈ NM2 results in 2m1m2 bogus links. The
removal process is not simple as the failure to remove a single link almost means the failure
of the removal process. This is because the existence of such link means the existence of a
wormhole which can still cause the same damage to the network. Even if one of these links is
not removed it will still cause damage by attracting traffic. Many of the available wormhole
defense mechanisms ignore the removal of the wormhole connected links or use techniques
that may remove many legal links.
Fortunately, the detection process, presented earlier in this chapter, is extremely effective
when it comes to detecting a wormhole that actually exists. As previously described, the
detection process flags the existence of a wormhole. A link between both Type 1 neighbors
and Type 2 neighbors will be flagged as corrupted by a wormhole (and this is confirmed
by mutual checks). However, mutual checks between Type 3 neighbors allows them to
identify the fact that they are not connected through a wormhole. The challenge then is
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to distinguish between Type 1 and Type 2 neighbors to avoid removing legal links between
Type 2 neighbors. We recap the definitions of types of neighbors that are shown in Figure
4.10:
Type 1 : Neighbors, as nodes B and F , those are located on the other side of the wormhole,
∈ NBA and ∈ NBM2 .
Type 2 : Neighbors, as node D, those are located within the nodes’ transmission range and
also within the wormhole range, ∈ NBA and ∈ NBM1 .
Type 3 : Neighbors, as node C, those are located within the nodes’ transmission range but
not within the wormhole range, ∈ NBA and /∈ NBM1 and /∈ NBM2 .
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Figure 4.10: Types of Neighbors
Links with Type 1 neighbors will be detected with the detection process and will be
mutually confirmed. Hence they are expected to be completely removed. When node A
wants to detect a neighbor of Type 1 then the neighbors of node A (e.g., node C in Figure
4.10), will have have long routes to the target node. Links with Type 2 neighbors will also
be mistakenly detected with the detection process and will be mutually confirmed as being
corrupted by a wormhole. If the detection process was used to remove links, then links
to Type 2 neighbors will all be mistakenly removed. Links with Type 3 neighbors may be
flagged as bogus with the initial detection process but will not be mutually confirmed. Thus
they are not expected to be mistakenly removed.
The reason why links with Type 2 neighbors are detected is because both nodes will
have neighbors on the far side of the network. In the example in Figure 4.10 nodes A and
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D will both have nodes within M2’s range as their neighbors (e.g., nodes B and F ). Thus
routes from those neighbors (nodes B and F ) that avoid other one-hop neighbors will be
long enough to trigger the detection of the wormhole. On the other hand, neighbors of Type
3 will not have neighbors located on the far side of the network. Hence, the mutual detection
operation will not confirm the existence of a wormhole. This is because Type 3 neighbors
will not detect node A with the initial detection operation. In the example, node C does not
have neighbors on M2’s side (such as nodes B and F ).
In conclusion, the main challenge of the removal process is to distinguish between neigh-
bors of Type 1 and Type 2 in a way that will always ensure the removal of all links to
neighbors of Type 1 and remove very few, if any, of the links to neighbors of Type 2. Given
the fact that both neighbors of Type 1 and 2 will be flagged and confirmed by the detection
process, this is crucial.
The removal process need only to be applied by all nodes that are within the range of
any of the wormhole transceivers (M1 and M2 in the case of single two-ended wormhole). As
previously explained, the detection process will almost always detect the wormhole. Thus,
all the one-hop neighbors of both nodes involved in a detection process that detected a
wormhole as existing in the vicinity, will be required to apply the removal process to links
with all of their neighbors. The main reason behind that is to ensure that all nodes that are
located within the range of both ends of the wormhole have applied the removal process and
thus all the bogus links created by the wormhole will be removed. In the example shown in
Figure 4.2 nodes A and B will mutually detect each other. The neighbors of node A will
include all nodes in the range of M2, i.e., nodes X, F , and B. Similarly, neighbors of B will
include all nodes within the range of M1, i.e., nodes A, D, and E. Thus, having all neighbors
of nodes A and B in Figure 4.2 be involved in the removal process will ensure that all links
created by the wormhole are checked. This means that links with neighbors of Type 1 and
2 are all checked with the removal process.
The removal process consists of two main operations: the initial removal operation and
a mutual removal operation. The initial removal operation will check the links to decide
whether they are of Type 1 or 2 and the mutual removal will be used to confirm this result.
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4.2.2.1 Initial Removal Operation The initial removal operation will be used by all
nodes located within the range of the wormhole to check the links with all of their neighbors.
Let us assume that node A used the detection process and detected a wormhole as existing
when it checks the link with node B. Node A wants to use the initial removal operation to
check if node B is a Type 1 neighbor and decide if it has to remove the link to node B. The
initial removal operation works as follows:
• Node A will only ask all its one-hop neighbors that are not also neighbors of node B to
find the shortest “non-direct” routes to one of node B’s neighbors that is not a neighbor
of A. In other words, node A will ask all its neighbors that are not part of NB to find
routes to neighbors in NB that are not part of NA one-by-one. Again, the routes must
not pass through any of the one hop neighbors of nodes A or B, which are nodes in NA
and NB.
• Node A will use the route selection mechanism (Figure 4.4) to determine the length of
the selected route that will be compared with the direct route.
• If the difference between the selected route and the direct route is greater than η then
node B will be assumed to be Type 1 neighbor and link from A to B will be removed.
• Otherwise (If the difference between the selected route and the direct route is NOT
greater than η) the next neighbor of node B that is not a neighbor of A will be checked
and so on.
• If all the neighbors of node B that are not neighbors of A were checked and none of them
reveals the existence of a wormhole, then node B will be assumed to be of Type 2 and
the link from node A to B will not be removed.
The removal algorithm that should be used by node A to decide the removal of the link
to node B is shown in Fig. 4.11. The question is, how does this removal process successfully
discriminate between the neighbors of Type 1 and (2)? Consider a Type 1 neighbor (see
Fig. 4.12) B of node A. Node A can have neighbors in NA − NB that are on either side of
the wormhole as also node B. This is the reason why nodes in NA −NB should find routes
to nodes in NB −NA one-by-one. Eventually, a long route is discovered. For example, node
H ∈ NˆA will find a long route to K ∈ NˆB or node X ∈ N∗A will find a long route to E ∈ N∗B.
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Removal(A,B)
1. ∀X ∈ NA −NB,
For some Y ∈ NB −NA,
X finds RX−Y : no element in NA ∪NB is part of RX−Y
then X sends |RX−Y | to A
2. A uses all RX−Y s and employs Select(RX−Y ) to find |RS−Y |
3. if |RS−Y | > η + 3
then A removes link to B and the process will stop
else all X will repeat process for next Y ∈ NB −NA
4. if no |RS−Y | > η ∀Y ∈ NB −NA,
then link A to B will not be removed
Figure 4.11: Wormhole Removal Algorithm
It is not sufficient to pick any one node randomly in NB−NA as it is possible that NA−NB
has nodes on only one side or the other of the wormhole. In the case of a Type 2 neighbor
B (see Fig. 4.13), nodes in NB −NA and NA −NB are both constrained to be on the same
side as nodes A and B.
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Figure 4.12: Removal of Type 1
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Figure 4.13: Removal of Type 2
Let us now show how will a link to Type 2 neighbor not be removed by mistake. Any
neighbor of A that belongs to N∗A will also belong to N
∗
B. Thus, routes from nodes in NA−NB
to nodes in NB −NA will likely be short (e.g., from node C to node D in Fig. 4.13). In the
example shown in Figure 4.13 node A wants to check if the link to node B is bogus or not
(B is a Type 2 neighbor of A). If a node has a neighbor of Type 2 then all the non-common
neighbors of the two nodes will be located on the same side of network. This is because the
neighbors of both nodes that are located at t e other side of the network (connected by the
wormhole) will all be common neighbors. In the example in Figure 4.13, node A has node B
as Type 2 neighbor and since both nodes are within M1’s range, all nodes in M2’s range will
be common neighbors. That is, nodes X, F , and J are all common neighbors to both A and
B. Thus, none of these nodes will be asked by node A to reach the target node. Moreover,
none of these nodes will assigned as a target node because they are all common to both
nodes A and B. More specifically, all the neighbors of A that are not common neighbors of
B, i.e., nodes C and L, that need to find routes to the target node, and the neighbors of B
that are not common to A, nodes D and K, that will be target nodes, are all located at the
same side (as M1 in this example). Consequently, the routes are not expected to be long,
similar to the one from C to D shown in Figure 4.13, and the link between A and B (Type
2 in this case) will not be mistakenly removed.
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4.2.2.2 Mutual Removal Operation In a manner similar to the mutual detection
process, the accuracy of the removal process can also be improved using mutual removal.
Since links to nodes located at the other side of the wormhole will always be removed, a node
can verify the correctness of its decision to remove a link. Each node that removed a link will
contact the node to which the link was removed and if the other node also has decided to
remove the link to the node then the node will verify the accuracy of its removal. Otherwise,
if the other node is not removing the link then the node may decide not to remove the link.
4.3 DISCUSSION
In this section, we reiterate some aspects that were previously mentioned in more detail.
4.3.1 The Wormhole Length Parameter
Wormholes are at least longer than the transmission range of a node (otherwise their impact
is minimal). Similar to the sensitivity parameter discussed in Chapter 3, η is a parameter
that determines what wormhole lengths the protocol is capable of detecting. With η = 2
even short wormholes (2 hops) can be detected. However, the simulation results will show
that the number of false positives will be higher for η = 2. Using η ≥ 3 reduces false positives
but extremely short wormholes (less than 3 hops) may escape detection. Thus, η = 2 or 3
provides the best tradeoff between the detection rate and false positives.
4.3.2 Route Selected for Comparison
To determine the selected route from the set of routes found to the target node T for
comparison with η to detect the wormhole we used a method that provides the best detection
and a reasonable number of false positives. This is similar to the method used with DeWorm
in Chapter 2. The algorithm used by node A to find RS−T is Select(RX−T ) and shown in
Fig. 4.4. The node creates a list from the replies containing route lengths to the target
node from its neighbors and sorts them according to their lengths from longest to shortest
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(excluding replies from neighbors that do not have routes to the target node). The node
picks the length of a route that is smaller than the longest route by not more than η if it
exists. Otherwise, the length of the longest route is picked.
In section 3.9.3.1 we have tested other methods that could be used to pick the selected
route. Using the longest route gives a better detection rate than the one we are using here,
specially for short wormholes. However, the percentage of false positives was much higher,
especially for randomly distributed networks. A method that used the average of all routes
yields a lower percentage of false positives but also its detection percentage was lower. The
method that is used (Select(RX−T )) provides the best performance overall.
4.3.3 Limitations
A BC
D F
Figure 4.14: Critical Node Example
If a critical node (if this node is removed, the network will be partitioned) exists in the
the network then some of its neighbors will not be able to find any route (to a target node)
that avoids the critical node. Figure 4.14 shows an example of a critical node in a network.
Node C is a critical node and if removed, nodes from the left side of the network will not
be able to communicate with nodes on the right side of the network. In this case node A
wants to check node C and used node F as the target node. None of node A’s neighbors (for
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example node D) will be able to reach node F without using node C. Node A will either
assume that there is a critical node or a wormhole is trying to connect two isolated networks.
If critical nodes are few and do not change in the network, one possible solution to this issue
is to use a protocol that can identify critical nodes [53, 54] a priori that will cooperate with
our protocol. A critical node will then be exempt from using the initial detection operation
to check its neighbors and also will not be checked by its neighbors.
4.3.4 Impact of mistakenly removed links
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Figure 4.15: Removing Legal Link
While the number of legal links removed will be small (as shown in Section IV), the
impact of removing a very small number of legal links can be expected to be minimal. For
example, in Fig. 4.15(b), if the link from A to B is removed, node A may be able to use node
C to reach Q without an increase in the number of hops. In some cases, a few additional hops
may be required. Finally, we have not explicitly described protocols that will use Removal()
(and employ mutual checks and exchange of information). We can expect this to operate in
a manner similar to the detection process.
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4.3.5 Other Issues
It is worth to discuss the differences between the initial detection and the initial removal
operations. Why do we not apply the the initial detection to decide the removal of a link?
The answer to this question, as already discussed, is that the initial detection will always
give false positives when used to detect Type 2 neighbors. Thus using the initial detection
process to remove links may lead to isolating the nodes that are within the range of the
wormhole, specially if the transmission range of M1 or M2 is large.
Moreover, why do we not to use the initial removal operation for initial detection? In
fact, we have thought about this idea and tested it using simulations. We observed that it
leads to significantly large number of false positives (when no wormholes exist) - something
in the range of 35% compared to 1% using the combination of initial and mutual detection
processes. Let us have a closer look at the two operations to undestand why we observe this
large difference in false positives. In the case where nodes A and B are real neighbors, with
the initial removal process node A will only ask its neighbors that are not common to node
B to find routes to the target node. Obviously, these routes will be the longest compared to
the routes from the other neighbors of node A. In networks where the nodes are randomly
distributed there is a higher probabilty to have a long route that may mistakenly trigger the
removal prcess causing false positives. Besides, with the removal operation we are not only
picking randomly one of node B neighbors that is not common with node A to be the target
node, but we will make all of them target nodes one after another and decide that it is a
wormhole if any of them is detected by the removal operation. Futhermore, this also has to
do with the way the selected route algorithm works, where if we have more routes that are
decreasing in length, which is the case with the initial detection operation, it is more likely
to choose a shorter selected route and hence less likely to cause a false positive.
Another case that is less likely to occur is the situation when node A does not have any
neighbors on M2’s side and the target node is picked on M1’s side. In the example shown in
Figure 4.7, if node X is not there and only node B is connected to node A via the wormhole
then all neighbors of A will find short routes to the target node E. Thus, the detection
operation as is will fail to detect the wormhole. It is less likely for this situation to happen,
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as node B usually has more neighbors that are non-common with node A and located at M2
side, hence it is more likely to pick one of these nodes as target node. Moreover, wormholes
transceivers normally have equal ranges. Thus, if the range of M1 is large to include possible
target nodes then the range of M2 will also be large to include at least one node other than
node B.
To overcome this problem the detection operation can slightly modified. Instead of
picking a single target node randomly, node A will ask its neighbors to find routes to all
possible target nodes. Obviously node B must have at least one neighbor that is located on
M2’s side and the wormhole will be detected.
4.4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
4.4.1 Simulations
The important performance metrics for secure neighbor creation are: the percentage of
correct detection of the wormhole, the percentage of false positives, percentage of wormhole
links removed, and percentage of legal links removed by mistake. We have considered two
different node distribution models: grid distribution with some perturbations and random
distribution. For the random node distribution, the coordinates of the nodes (xi, yi) for
i = 1, 2, ...200 were independently and randomly chosen in the range from 100m to 2000m
using a uniform [100-2000] random number generator. In the grid case, nodes are located in
a perturbed 20×20 grid. The coordinates of each node xi and yj were randomly chosen using
uniform random variables in the ranges (100i− p100, 100i+ p100) and (100j − p100, 100j +
p100), respectively, where p is the perturbation parameter and i = 1, ...20 and j = 1, ...20
(in our simulations, p = 0.2). After the nodes are distributed, the connectivity models UDG
or Quasi-UDG and the transmission range determine the network topology. As in [63], we
also investigated SECUND with two connectivity models the commonly employed unit disk
graph and the quasi unit disk graph. The quasi-UDG connectivity model is available in [52].
Only results with the UDG are shown here for brevity. The results with the quasi-UDG
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connectivity model are very similar. To change the average node degree, the transmission
range of the nodes was varied from 110m to 160m. The simulations were programmed in C
using DSR routing protocol and node distribution models from ns-2. For statistical validation
the simulations were repeated 50 to 100 times with confidence intervals of 95%. The secure
neighborhood creation protocol was evaluated for networks without any wormhole, with two-
ended wormholes, and multi-ended wormholes. Two-ended regular wormholes: The
two-ended wormhole connects groups of nodes from one location in the network to another
group of nodes located several hops away (wormholes with different lengths are tested). As
shown in Fig. 4.16, two separate wormholes are created in the network such that the ranges
of the wormhole transceivers do not overlap. That is, each node in M1’s (M3’s) range is
only connected to every node in M2’s (M4’s) area and vice versa. Let mi be the number of
nodes in the range of wormhole transceiver Mi. The number of links created by wormhole
M1 ↔ M2 is 2m1m2. Note that two nodes A ∈ NM1 and B ∈ NM2 have two links between
between them A→ B and B → A. For the two wormholes shown in Fig. 4.16, the number
of bogus links created is (2× 4× 3) + (2× 4× 3) = 48.
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Figure 4.16: Two-ended Regular Wormhole
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Figure 4.17: Multi-End Wormhole
Multi-Ended wormhole : In this case the wormhole will be connecting nodes located
in many different areas. In the example shown in Fig. 4.17, each node located near any worm-
hole transceiver will be connected to all nodes located at the other transceivers. For instance,
every node in NM1 will be connected to every node in NM2 , NM3 , and NM4 . In general, for
a n-ended wormhole the number of links created will be:
∑n−1
i=1
[
mi ·
(∑n−1
j=1,j 6=imj+1
)]
.
For the example in Fig. 4.17 the number of links created by the 4-ended wormhole is
4 (3 + 4 + 3) + 3 (4 + 4 + 3) + 4 (4 + 3 + 3) + 3 (4 + 3 + 4) = 146.
4.4.2 Results
4.4.2.1 False Positives and Mistakenly Removed Links We first simulate networks
without wormholes and run the Detect() and Removal() algorithms to determine the per-
centage of false positives and legal links removed by mistake.
In this case the network is simulated without a wormhole. Thus, any wormhole detected
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Figure 4.18: False positive with initial detection
by the initial detection operation will represent a false positive caused by this operation. The
number of times the initial detection process will detect a wormhole divided by the number
of times the initial detection process were used will indicate the percentage of false positives
caused by the initial detection process. This result is shown in Figure 4.18 for both grid
and randomly distributed networks and with different values of η. The result show that for
both grid and randomly distributed networks the false positive rate decreases for higher η.
With η = 3 the percentage of false positives is less than 2% and it almost reaches zero with
η ≥ 4. Note that with η = 2 the false positive rate will reach a high value, especially with
randomly distributed networks. This is because it is possible for some nodes to find routes
that are longer than the direct routes by more than 2 hops.
Figure 4.19 is similar to Figure 4.18 but with mutual detection operation used in this case
(in fact, this represents the actual false positives produced by the detection process which
includes mutual detection unless otherwise mentioned from now onwards). This value will
have an impact on the removal process. As shown here, the percentage of false positives is
significantly reduced – almost 0% for the Grid network and less than 0.2% for the Random
network with η = 3. The reason why slightly more false positives occur with randomly
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Figure 4.19: False positive with mutual detection detection
distributed network is due to the distribution of the nodes. Thus the nodes may have
relatively long routes, compared to the direct route, to reach the target node.
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Figure 4.20: Percentage of legal links removed by mistake
The percentage of legal links removed by mistake is a very important parameter for
secure neighbor discovery protocols. Figure 4.20 shows the percentage of legal links removed
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by mistake for both grid and randomly distributed networks with different values of η. The
percentage in this case is computed by comparing the number of links removed to the total
number of links available in the network. Note that the network in this case is simulated
without a wormhole. The results show that our wormhole removal process removes none or
very few legal links, this is due to the fact that in this case there are no Type 1 or Type 2
neighbors, discussed earlier in this chapter, which makes the process less complicated. For
example, with η = 3 no links are removed by mistake with the grid network and only 1 or 2
links on average are removed by mistake from the entire simulated network.
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Figure 4.21: Percentage of links removed by mistake with 2 wormholes
4.4.2.2 Wormhole Removal The network is simulated with the two types of wormholes
described earlier, two 2-ended wormholes and a 4-ended wormhole. Figure 4.21 shows the
percentage of legal links removed by mistake with the existence of 2 two-end wormholes for
both grid and randomly distributed networks. As expected, and due to the existence of the
three types of neighbors, in this case the percentage of legal links removed by mistake is
slightly increased compared to the network simulated without a wormhole, Figure 4.20. The
percentage is still very low with η = 3.
Figure 4.22 is similar to Figure 4.21 but with 4-end wormhole simulated in this case. For
the multi-end wormhole with η = 2 or 3 the percentage of legal links removed by mistake is
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Figure 4.22: Percentage of links removed by mistake with multi-end wormhole
slightly less that the case with two-end wormholes. This could be due to the fact that the
number of Type 1 neighbors is much higher for each node located within the range of the
wormholes. Thus, it is easier to distinguish between Type 2 and Type 1 neighbors and fewer
false positives will occur.
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Figure 4.23: Percentage of wormhole links removed with 2 wormholes
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Figure 4.23 shows the percentage of bogus links removed using the removal process for
a network with two 2-end wormholes. The removal process will remove almost 100% of the
wormhole links with η = 2 or 3 for both grid and randomly distributed networks. Figure 4.24
is similar to Figure 4.23 but with the multi-end wormhole considered in this case. In order
to isolate the impact of the length of the wormhole for these two cases, the length of the
wormhole was made > 5 hops. With η ≤ 4 not all wormhole links will be removed, especially
with the multi-end wormhole. This is because the length of the wormhole is not long enougth
to distiguish between the wormhole links and legal links. Wormholes with short lengths are
simulated in the next section.
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Figure 4.24: Percentage of wormhole links removed with multi-end wormhole
4.4.2.3 Impact of Wormhole Length The impact of the length of the wormhole on
the detection process is shown in Figure 4.25. Figure 4.25 shows the percentage of wormholes
detected for different values of the wormhole length starting from 1.5 hops till 6 hops, and for
three values of η: 1, 2, and 3. The results show that the detection process can still achieve
100% detection for very short wormholes. With η = 1 any wormhole can be detected, but
the number of false positives will be extremly high. With η = 3 any wormhole with length
that is ≥ 4 hops will be most certainly detected.
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Figure 4.25: Impact of wormhole length on Wormhole Detection
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Figure 4.26: Impact of wormhole length on Wormhole Removal
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Similarly, the impact of the length of the wormhole on the removal process is shown in
Figure 4.26. The results show that the removal process will be enhanced if the wormholes
are longer. Note that, the longer the wormhole is, the greater are the number flows attracted
to the wormhole and thus greater is the impact on the network. The goal of the attacker
is thus to have longer wormholes. In [40] only wormholes of lengths of 6 and 10 hops were
considered.
4.4.2.4 Impact of Node Degree To study the impact of node degree on the perfor-
mance of the secure neighbor creation protocol we have simulated networks with various
average node degrees. The value of η is fixed for all the cases in this section to 3. The
average node degree was changed by changing the transmission range of the nodes from 110
to 160 meters. Obviously the larger the transmission range the higher is the number of nodes
that can be reached by a given node and hence the higher is the average node degree.
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Figure 4.27: Impact of Node Degree on Initial Detection
The impact of average node degree on the false positives caused by the initial detection
operation for both grid and randomly distributed networks is shown in Figure 4.27. The
results show that the performance of the initial detection process is improved with higher
node degree as the percentage of false positives is decreased. This is due to the fact that
networks with low average node degrees will have low connectivity which means that it is
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more likely that the neighbors of a node will have relatively long routes to reach a target
node and thus cause false positives. However, from Figure 4.27 it can also be concluded that
the initial detection process does not require the network to have a very high node degree
to reach a reasonable stable value. An average node degree that is > 4 and > 5 is enough to
reach a reasonable stable value of false positives in grid and randomly distributed networks,
respectively.
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Figure 4.28: Impact of Node Degree on Mutual Detection
Figure 4.28 is similar to Figure 4.27 but with mutual detection, which represents the
actual false positive rates caused by the detection process. As expected the percentage
of false positives is significantly decreased with the use of mutual detection. A near 0%
false positive is reached with an average node degree ≥ 4.5 in grid networks and ≥ 6 in
randomly distributed networks. The reason why networks with low node degree have a
higher percentage of false positives with mutual detection is that the initial detection results
high false positivies for these networks.
The impact of average node degree on the percentage of legal links removed by mistake
for both grid and randomly distributed networks is presented in Figure 4.29. The trend in
this case is similar to the false positive rates with the detection process shown in Figure
4.28. When two nodes mistakenly mutually detect that they reach each others through a
wormhole then it is more likely that the removal process may mistakenly remove some legal
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Figure 4.29: Impact of Node Degree on Links Removed by Mistake
links. Obviously, the higher the node degree is, the better is the network connectivity and
thus the less likely it is that the neighbors of a node A will find long routes to the target
node. Hence, a smaller number of legal links will be removed by mistake.
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Figure 4.30: Impact of Node Degree on the Detection of Wormhole
The impact of node degree on wormhole detection is shown in Figure 4.30. For both
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grid and randomly distributed networks, the results show that the detection process can
detect wormholes successfully (high rate) even for networks with very low node degrees. An
average node degree of 3 and 3.5 is enough to achieve 100% detection with grid and randomly
distributed networks, respectively. With an average node degree less than 3, the network
connectivity will be an issue (not every node will be able to have a route to every other
node).
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Figure 4.31: Impact of Node Degree on the Removal of Wormhole links
The impact of node degree on the removal of wormhole links is shown in Figure 4.31. The
results show that the removal process is improved for networks with higher node degrees.
The complete removal of wormhole links is possible with networks of node degree > 4 and
> 5 for grid and random distributions, respectively.
4.4.2.5 Networks with Quasi-UDG Connectivity Model We have tested the per-
formance of the secure neighborhood creation protocols for networks with Quasi-UDG con-
nectivity model. As we discussed earlier, the quasi-UDG connectivity is more realistic model,
compared to the UDG, as it does not assume that the transmission/reception range of the
nodes are unit disks. We have simulated the same network described earlier with 400 nodes,
but with quasi-UDG and with two 2-end wormholes.
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Figure 4.32: False Positives with Initial Detection and Q-UDG
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Figure 4.33: False Positives with Mutual Detection and Q-UDG
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The percentage of false positives with initial detection operation for networks with quasi-
UDG connectivity is shown in Figure 4.32 for both grid and randomly distributed networks.
The results show that the percentage of false positives caused by the initial detection process
is slightly increased for networks with quasi-UDG connectivity compared to networks with
the UDG connectivity model. This is due to the fact that with the quasi-UDG connectivity,
not every node at a distance R from node A will be a neighbor, as compared to the UDG.
Thus it is more likely that routes from neighbors to a target node will be long enough to
cause a false positive during the initial detection operation.
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Figure 4.34: Percentage of Legal Links Removed by Mistake with Q-UDG
The percentage of false positives with mutual detection operation for networks with quasi-
UDG connectivity is shown in Figure 4.33 for both grid and randomly distributed networks.
Again, the results show that the percentage of false positives caused by the mutual detection
process is slightly increased compared to networks with a simple UDG connectivity model.
This is because the false positives caused by the initial detection operation was also increased.
The percentage of legal links removed by mistake with the removal process for networks
with Quasi-UDG is shown in Figure 4.34 for both grid and randomly distributed networks.
The results show that the percentage of legal links removed by mistake is still considerably
low for networks with quasi-UDG connectivity. It is almost 0.2% and 0.6% with η = 2 for
grid and randomly distributed networks, respectively.
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Figure 4.35: Percentage of Wormhole Links Removed with Q-UDG
Figure 4.35 shows the percentage of wormhole links removed by the removal process for
networks with quasi-UDG connectivity for both grid and randomly distributed networks.
The results show that the percentage of wormhole links removed is 100% for η ≤ 4.
From this section it can be concluded that the secure neighbor creation protocol can still
perform very well for networks assuming a quasi-UDG connectivity model.
4.4.2.6 Networks with Asymmetric Links We have tested the performance of the
secure neighbor creation protocol for networks with asymmetric links. The asymmetric model
that us used here is similar to the one used in the previous chapter. Here we randomly made
50% of the nodes in the network have a shorter transmission range that is 60% of the normal
transmission range of the other nodes. We have simulated the same network described earlier
with 400 nodes, but with asymmetric links and with two 2-ended wormholes.
The percentage of false positives with initial detection operation for networks with asym-
metric links is shown in Figure 4.36 for both grid and randomly distributed networks. The
results show that the percentage of false positives caused by the initial detection process is
increased for networks with asymmetric links compared to networks with symmetric links.
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Figure 4.36: False Positives with Asymmetric Links
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Figure 4.37: False Positives with Asymmetric Links
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This is due to the fact that nodes with a short transmission range (60% of normal range)
may not be able to reach a neighbor that they could otherwise reach if they had the normal
transmission range. Thus it is more likely that routes from neighbors to a target node will
be long enough to cause a false positive by the initial detection operation.
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Figure 4.38: Percentage of Legal Links Removed by Mistake with Asymmetric Links
The percentage of false positives with the mutual detection operation for networks with
asymmetric links is shown in Figure 4.37 for both grid and randomly distributed networks.
Again, the results show that the percentage of false positives caused by the mutual detection
process is increased for networks with asymmetric links compared to networks with symmet-
ric links. This is because the initial detection false positive rate was also increased for the
asymmetric case.
The percentage of legal links removed by mistake with the removal process for net-
works with asymmetric links is shown in Figure 4.38 for both grid and randomly distributed
networks. The results show that the percentage of legal links removed by mistake is still
considerably low for networks with asymmetric links. It is almost 0.3% and 0.6% with η = 2
for grid and randomly distributed networks, respectively.
Figure 4.39 shows the percentage of wormhole links removed by the removal process
for networks with asymmetric links for both grid and randomly distributed networks. The
results show that the percentage of wormhole links removed is 100% for η ≤ 4.
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Figure 4.39: Percentage of Wormhole Links Removed with Asymmetric Links
From this section it can be concluded that the secure neighbor creation protocol can
still perform very well for networks with asymmetric links as compared to networks with
symmetric links.
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Figure 4.40: Initial Detection Operations Performed per Node
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4.4.2.7 Overhead Analysis Here we study the overhead caused by the secure neighbor
creation protocol. The main concern here is how many times the initial detection operation
is actually performed in the network. This will also impact how many route acquisitions are
actually performed in the network. These statistics are accurately collected in the simulations
and are presented in this section.
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Figure 4.41: Route acquisition per node
Figure 4.40 shows the average number of times each node has actually performed the
initial detection operation. The results show that each node will only need perform the
initial detection operation very few times. For example, with η = 3, on average, each node
will only need to use the initial detection process with one or at most two neighbors. Note
that the average node degree for the network simulated in this case is 6.8. This means that if
each node wants to check all its neighbors then each node will on average perform the initial
detection 6 or 7 times. However, using the co-operation and control rules we can significantly
reduce this overhead. Later in this section we will show the exact overhead savings because
of the co-operation and control operation.
The average number of route acquisitions made by each node is shown in Figure 4.41
for both grid and randomly distributed networks. The route acquisition presents the main
overhead that is caused by the secure neighbor creation protocol. The results show that the
protocol only has a small overhead. For example, with η = 3 each node will only perform a
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Figure 4.42: Initial Detection Saved using co-operation and Control
total number of route acquisitions that is less than 10. The results in Figure 4.41 show that
the nodes in networks with random distribution of nodes require slightly larger numbers of
route acquisitions as compared to the nodes in grid networks. This is because the percentage
of false positives in randomly distributed networks is higher than in grid networks. Thus,
more numbers of initial detection operations need to be performed.
Figure 4.42 shows the percentage of initial detection operations saved by using the co-
operation and control operation. This is compared to the case where every node needs to
check all its neighbors. The result shows that the co-operation and control operation saves
more than 80% of the overhead that could be caused by the initial detection process.
Figure 4.43 shows the percentage of route acquisitions saved by using the co-operation
and control rules. This is compared to the case where every node needs to check all its
neighbors. The results show that the co-operation and control operation also saves more
than 80%, of the overhead in terms of route acquisitions that could be caused by the initial
detection process.
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Figure 4.43: Route Acquisitions Saved using co-operation and Control
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 CONCLUSIONS
Currently, mobile ad hoc networks are being used in many applications. Most of these
applications are critical and require the network to operate securely even in the presence of
malicious attackers. The wormhole attack is one of the most serious attacks that threatens
the security and stability of ad hoc networks. Additionally, the wormhole attack is considered
the main disruptor of neighbor discovery. In fact, many basic ad hoc network functions
and operations rely on accurate neighborhood discovery. Consequently, protecting ad hoc
networks from wormhole attacks and ensuring secure neighborhood creation is an extremely
important issue.
The background material related to security issues and wormhole attacks was presented
in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. Definitions, applications, and the most commonly used
protocols were all briefly described. Security attacks at various layers in ad hoc networks
were also discussed. The wormhole attack was presented in particular details, providing
definitions, defining the different types, and explaining the potential impact of such attacks.
Neighbor discovery in ad hoc networks was thoroughly discussed. Our own classification for
secure neighbor discovery and wormhole detection protocols was presented. The classification
was based on the techniques and the approaches the protocols used. The available detection
and secure neighbor discovery protocols in the literature were described with clarification of
the main issues with each.
Based on the literature review, it was concluded that time-based protocols will not detect
physical layer wormholes or wormholes that can relay packets with very small delays. Hence,
relying on time as the main tool in the detection protocol is not recommended. Protocols that
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are based on location information require the nodes to be aware of their location. The nodes
have to securely exchange the location information. These protocols require an additional
localization or positioning protocol. Hence, they are complicated and the lack of accuracy,
especially for indoor applications or urban areas, makes them vulnerable. Protocols that
require special hardware are not compatible with all types of nodes, and may require special
customization. As we have discussed in Chapter 2, protocols that are based on distance
bounding require the use of one or more combinations of time or location information. They
may also call for special hardware such as ultrasound. Centralized protocols that need global
connectivity information are also not preferred in ad hoc networks without an infrastructure.
In Chapter 3 of this dissertation, we presented DeWorm, a simple protocol for detecting
wormholes along routes in ad hoc networks. This protocol employs routing hop count dis-
crepancies between neighbors to determine the existence of a wormhole. Compared to other
wormhole detection protocols, the protocol is localized and requires only a small overhead.
DeWorm does not need location information, accurate synchronization between nodes, or
special hardware. It also does not rely on time measurements. The idea of DeWorm was
based on the concept that wormholes aim to create shorter routes in the network that would
appear attractive to the nodes. Thus, if the nodes that are connected through the wormhole
try to find alternative routes that do not pass through the wormhole, such routes are likely
to be much longer thereby revealing the presence of the wormhole. The novelty of the pro-
tocol is in how it successfully avoids the wormhole in determining the alternative routes by
exploiting the end-result of using a wormhole.
In the research literature, researchers have proposed wormhole detection protocols that
relied on connectivity or neighborhood information and that did not call for time-measurements,
location information, or additional hardware. However, none of these proposed protocols can
detect all types and cases of wormholes. Some of them require the wormhole transceivers to
connect nodes in a way that must form a forbidden structure in order to be detected. Other
protocols that relied on neighborhood information can only detect open wormhole attacks
that connect one single visible adversarial node with another single visible adversarial node
that is located at least four hops away. This may also work to detect closed wormholes
with transceivers that only connect two single honest nodes. However, wormholes usually
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connect more than one node with another group of nodes. Some other protocols relied on
the assumption that a wormhole will significantly increase the node degree of the nodes that
it connects. Thus, based on that idea, any node that notices that its node degree is much
larger than the average node degree will try to check if a wormhole is connecting any of its
neighbors. This may only work if the nodes are uniformly distributed and all the links or
edges are fixed. However, in mobile ad hoc networks, the nodes are mobile and randomly
distributed. Thus, the nodes will have variable node degrees that could change with time.
One of the strongest aspects of DeWorm is that it does not have any of the aforementioned
limitations. In fact, as we have discussed in Chapter 3, DeWorm does not have special con-
nectivity or node distribution requirements. The only issues with DeWorm are with critical
nodes as they could by detected by DeWorm as wormholes. However, simple solutions were
proposed to address this problem.
The DeWorm protocol was described in details and with examples in Chapter 3. Intu-
itively, the protocol was shown to successfully detect wormhole attacks. Different aspects of
the protocol were also analyzed such as: the route selected for comparison, the sensitivity
parameter η, and the connectivity requirements. The sensitivity parameter plays an impor-
tant role in DeWorm. Its value will determine the minimum length of wormholes that could
be detected by DeWorm. For example, with a sensitivity parameter of 2, any wormhole that
is longer than 2 hops will definitely be detected. As we have discussed in this dissertation,
wormholes by definition are longer than one hop and attackers always aim to create long
wormholes. The longer the wormhole, the greater the impact it will have on the network.
Thus, selecting a sensitivity parameter that is less than the length of potential wormholes
is the condition for DeWorm to provide 100% detection of wormholes. Other issues such as
mobility and using DeWorm with diferent routing protocols were also discussed.
The overhead caused by DeWorm was analyzed mathematically and verified using sim-
ulations. An analytical model was developed to be used with given network specifications
(such as network size, number of nodes, and nodes’ transmission range) to determine the
following: (i) the average number of packets that need to be broadcast by the sender nodes
(ii) the number of route acquisitions performed between neighbor nodes and target node,
which also equals the total number of replies. These values were computed in the simulations
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and it was shown that they fit the analytical model.
DeWorm was tested through exhaustive simulations for different node distributions,
wormhole lengths, and different connectivity models. Under all the evaluated scenarios,
DeWorm demonstrated excellent detection rates and few false alarms, revealing its ability
to detect wormholes in mobile ad hoc networks. For the node distribution, we have tested
DeWorm with grid and randomly distributed networks. Although the results were better
with grid networks (lower false positives), DeWorm performed very well under randomly dis-
tributed networks. Two connectivity models were used – UDG and Quasi-UDG. DeWorm
proved its effectiveness in both. We have also simulated networks with asymmetric links
under which DeWorm also performed well. Moreover, we have simulated networks with dif-
ferent node degrees and showed that DeWorm can still achieve strong results for networks
with fairly low node degrees, though its effectiveness improves with higher node degrees.
Finally, DeWorm was tested with wormholes of different lengths.
In Chapter 4, we presented a secure neighbor creation protocol that can securely discover
the neighbors of a node in mobile ad hoc networks by detecting and removing wormhole
links if they exist. As with DeWorm, compared to other secure neighbor verification or
discovery protocols, our protocol is simple, localized, needs no special hardware, localization,
or synchronization. The protocol can also detect and remove multiple two-ended and multi-
ended wormholes.
The proposed secure neighbor creation protocol was designed with two main processes:
the detection process and the removal process. The first process includes three operations:
initial detection, mutual detection, and co-operation and control. The initial detection op-
eration is a modified version of DeWorm. Simulations and analysis showed that it provides
100% detection for all types of wormholes, but with a high number of false positives. The
mutual detection operation requires co-operation only between the two nodes that detected
the wormhole. The idea is that if a node detected another node to be reached via a worm-
hole, then the other node must detect the same situation. Simulation results showed that the
mutual detection will enhance the performance of the initial detection operation by signifi-
cantly reducing the number of false positives (to almost 0%) but still providing near perfect
detection of wormholes. The co-operation and control operation, manages the use of the
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previous two operations and requires co-operation between local neighbors (a node and its
one-hop neighbors). Instead of having all nodes applying initial detection to all their neigh-
bors (which is the case with other secure neighbor discovery protocols) the co-operation and
control operation defined rules that each node must follow and reduced the overall overhead
by almost 80%. However, it still maintains a near 100% detection rate and very few numbers
of false positives.
The second process of the secure neighbor discovery protocol is the removal process. It
consists of two operations: initial removal and mutual removal. This process is the most
complicated and depends on the results produced by the detection process. The removal
process will only run in locations where wormholes were detected in the detection process.
If there are no wormholes detected in the network, the removal process must not remove any
link by mistake. However, if there is a wormhole, then it must successfully remove all links
between nodes connected using that wormhole. The aim of the mutual removal operation is
to enhance the performance of the initial removal operation by reducing the number of links
removed by mistake. To our knowledge, this is the first protocol that employs co-operation
between the neighbors to reduce the overhead that may be caused if all nodes in the network
need to verify all of their neighbors. Also, this is the first protocol that can provide near
100% removal of all the wormhole links and remove only a very few, if any, legal links.
The simulations and analysis were performed for various distributions and connectivity
models, similar to the DeWorm simulations. The results showed that the proposed protocol
successfully detected and removed all wormhole links. Very few false positives occurred and
very few legal links were removed by mistake. The cost was also evaluated and found to be
very low, as measured by the number of route acquisitions.
In any research project, there are always limitations and challenges that one wants to
further elaborate and examine. As we always have limited time and scope, these issues are
usually left for the future work. The following section will present our future work.
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5.2 FUTURE WORK
My PhD dissertation focused on detection and removal of wormhole links, which also enables
secure creation of neighborhoods. The DeWorm localized wormhole detection protocol uses
discrepancies in routing information and it has been evaluated using simulations and analysis.
It can be improved if integrated with techniques that use time or location information.
This will specifically help to improve detection of extremely short wormholes (1 to 2 hops).
Experimental testing and evaluation including such information in real networks can provide
more insight into the security implications of wormholes. Analysis of routing discrepancies
can also be useful for topology management. Related to topology management is the impact
of link removal to disable wormholes (both double and multi-ended wormholes). Statistics
about the numbers of links removed and their impact on network connectivity are likely
to be useful. Whether a wormhole can be placed to reduce the resilience or robustness
of the network through its detection and removal of links is something to be investigated.
My secure neighborhood discovery protocol achieves removal of wormholes while minimizing
removal of legitimate links (verified by simulations and explained intuitively). As part of
my future work, I expect to develop a mathematical proof and bounds on its performance.
I also propose to investigate merging/embedding wormhole detection with a secure routing
protocol and to implement such schemes for evaluation in a testbed. I expect this work to
provide useful results that can enable secure design of ad hoc networks.
Furthermore, mobility was qualitatively discussed and briefly analyzed in this disserta-
tion. It will be interesting to actually test the proposed protocols using simulations with
different mobility models. This will also verify our assumption that the mobility (speed) of
ad hoc networks will not impact the performance of DeWorm. Thus, testing DeWorm with
ad hoc networks with different speeds of mobility will be useful. If possible, I would like to
add mobility to the experimental testing of the protocols.
As we discussed in this dissertation, in addition to the wormhole attack, the jamming
attack is another threat for neighbor discovery, particularly, limited-range jammers are hard
to detect. I would like to expand the proposed model and consider detection of jamming
attacks. This will make the proposed secure neighbor creation protocol more complete and
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comprehensive.
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